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Abstract

This thesis investigates why certain firms become leverage buyout targets by

analysing what firm characteristics act as determinants of the going-private

decision. This is done by studying 294 European LBO targets between the

years 2000-2018 and contrasting them to a group of firms that were not

taken private. Our findings show that firms with high free cash flows and

low growth prospects are more likely to become LBO targets and that the

tax benefit from leverage may also be an important determinant of LBO like-

lihood. Undervaluation and financial visibility are not found to significantly

impact the going-private decision. To assess the logit model’s predictive

accuracy, an investment strategy is formed based on estimated acquisition

probability in a hold-out sample. Our prediction classifies 16 out of 22 tar-

gets correctly but misclassifies a vast number of non-targets as targets. Due

to this misclassification, it is concluded that the model’s prediction does not

beat the market.

Keywords: Leveraged buyout, LBO, logistic regression, free cash flow hy-

pothesis, undervaluation, tax hypothesis, financial visibility, takeover predic-

tion
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1 Introduction

This study investigates why some European firms become leverage buyout

(LBO) targets whilst others remain public. This is done by asking the fol-

lowing research question: which firm characteristics act as determinants of

leverage buyout likelihood? To answer the question, we formulate and test

four hypotheses based on the motives behind LBO transactions.

LBO activity is cyclical, and years of surging transaction volumes have been

observed with regular intervals during the last 40 years (Renneboog and

Vansteenkiste, 2017). The first LBO boom occurred in the 1980’s, driven

by large-scale buyouts in the US such as KKR’s $25 billion acquisition of

RJR Nabisco. After a few high-profile bankruptcies, however, interest in

LBOs cooled off considerably. Then, in the mid-1990’s, buyout activities

resurfaced, this time fuelled by the emergence of the private equity market

(Mehran and Peristiani, 2010). The beginning of the 2000’s saw a new wave

of transactions in the US, UK, and Continental Europe, driven by cheap debt

in the collateralized debt obligation markets (Renneboog and Vansteenkiste,

2017). Despite vastly exceeding the 1980s’ LBO wave in value, this wave came

to a halt in conjunction with the financial crisis at the end of 2007. Since

2017, we have once again witnessed a large increase in both the number

of deals and deal values. In 2019, the number of public-to-private deals

increased drastically and the global economy is now witnessing a new boom

in LBO transactions (Bain, 2020). The new surge in LBOs has been the

subject of discussions amongst financial economists but there is a lack of

empirical evidence that investigates the drivers of these transactions.

During the boom years of the 1980’s, many argued that the LBO results

in a superior type of governance structure by aligning incentives between

owners and managers. Jensen (1989) even predicted an “eclipse of the public

corporation” in favour of the LBO model. Jensen (1986) argues that wealth

gains from going private are largely the result of debt-induced mechanisms
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forcing managers to pay out free cash flows to debtholders instead of wasting

resources on negative NPV projects. This view is known as the free cash

flow hypothesis and has traditionally been the main theoretical explanation

for why certain firms are taken private. Lehn and Poulsen (1989) and Opler

and Titman (1993) find a significant relationship between a firm’s free cash

flows and its likelihood of going private. These empirical findings have been

used by advocates for the LBO model. Despite the empirical support in

favour of the LBO governance structure, critics emphasise that the wealth

gains are largely a result of exploiting tax advantages. By increasing leverage

substantially, a higher level of interest expenses can be deducted. This creates

a tax shield which lowers the firm’s cost of capital (Kaplan and Stromberg,

2009). Lowenstein (1985) argues that the motive for buying out a public firm

can sometimes be based entirely on the gains from tax generated cash flows.

Other critics seeks to explain LBOs by asymmetric information, suggesting

that motives for going private result from the perceived undervaluation of

assets in the eyes of the acquiring party (Ross, 1977). The latest school

of thought in the LBO literature seeks the motives behind public-to-private

deals in financial visibility. Empirically, the type of deals observed during

recent years are not of the same type as in the 1980’s. The corporations going

private tend to be smaller, more illiquid firms that did not manage to reap

the benefits of the public market since their IPOs (Mehran and Peristiani,

2010). This suggests that firms go private because they fail to attract a

critical mass of financial visibility during their time as public firms. These

hypotheses are not mutually exclusive but empirical evidence is inconsistent

with respect to different theoretical models. In particular, the determinants

of LBOs seem to vary across samples with respect to both geographic region

and period of interest.

LBO is an American 1980’s invention and it is not surprising that the existing

literature is almost exclusively focused on US data. There are, to our knowl-

edge, no studies investigating European leveraged buyouts in recent years.
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Weir, Laing, and Wright (2005a) emphasise that future research within the

field should include analysis of public-to-private activity in other advanced

economies than the US, particularly in European countries such as France,

Sweden and Germany where transaction levels are high.

Due to the increase in LBO transactions in recent years, the theoretical am-

biguity with regards to the motives behind these transactions and the lack of

non-US empirical research, this study investigates the determinants of Euro-

pean LBO targets between the years 2000-2018. The analysis is carried out

using logistic regression models to contrast target and non-target firms using

accounting and market data. To deepen this analysis, the estimators are ap-

plied in an out-of-sample prediction. An investment strategy is formed based

on the firms’ predicted LBO likelihood to test whether the estimated model

provides predictions which are superior to the stock market’s prediction.

Our empirical findings show that firms with high cash flows and low growth

prospects are more likely to become LBO targets. Tax benefits are also

found to be an important driver of the going-private decision. Neither the

undervaluation nor the financial visibility of European firms is found to have

a significant impact on LBO likelihood which contradicts the findings of

previous research from the US. The presented model’s predictive power is

shown to be weak and a trading strategy based on LBO prediction does not

yield any significant abnormal returns. These findings contribute to existing

literature in two ways. First, by incorporating variables derived from several

newly developed theoretical models this study contributes to the ongoing

debate regarding the motives and determinants of LBO targets. Second, by

using a large sample of European firms from the most recent LBO-boom this

study gives additional empirical evidence from new markets.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the ratio-

nale behind leveraged buyouts is described together with the main theoretical

framework. Then the variables derived from these theories as well as the em-
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pirical findings found in the LBO literature are presented. Section 3 describes

this study’s sample selections process, data and the regression model used to

test the hypotheses. Section 4 presents descriptive statistics of the sample

as well as the results from the regression analysis and the hold-out sample

prediction. Section 5 discusses implications of the empirical findings. Section

6 concludes this study and presents further research possibilities.
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2 Theory

The theory section is divided into three parts. Section 2.1 describes the

definition and rationale of LBOs. Section 2.2 presents the main theoretical

framework that is used to explain the motives behind LBOs. These theories

are used to formulate the hypotheses and variables. Lastly, Section 2.3 walks

through the main empirical evidence from previous studies to motivate the

choice of methodology and explanatory variables.

2.1 Leveraged buyouts

When a listed company is acquired by a non-strategic buyer such as a private

equity firm and subsequently delisted, the transaction is usually referred to as

a leveraged buyout (Renneboog and Vansteenkiste, 2017). The name stems

from the fact that these transactions tend to be financed by a substantial

amount of debt, which ends up on the balance sheet of the acquired firm.

Four categories of LBOs are generally emphasised in the academic literature.

When the new owners of a delisted firm are solely institutional investors or

private equity firms, the transaction is referred to as an institutional buyout.

When the incumbent management team plays an integral part in carrying

out the acquisition, the LBO is referred to as a management buyout. When

an outside management team takes over the firm, the literature refers to this

transaction as a management buy in. When the acquirer comprises of the

incumbent management team as well as a new external team of managers, the

deal is sometimes referred to as a buy-in-management buyout (Renneboog

and Vansteenkiste, 2017).

The M&A literature presents several rationales for LBOs. In valuation the-

ory it is assumed that the acquirer has superior information about the value

of the target company or specific assets (Trautwein, 1990). The acquirer

might have a unique plan on how to improve the target company’s value

creation. These improvements can be operational in the sense that the LBO
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structure imposes a new, leaner governance structure. Further, there are

usually financial aspects of the proposed improvements imposed by the in-

crease in leverage. First, the increased indebtedness has a disciplining effect

on managers since they are forced to distribute free cash flows to debtholders

in the form of interest payments (Jensen, 1986). Second, the increase of in-

terest expenses introduces a tax shield which lowers cost of capital (Kaplan

and Stromberg, 2009). Raider theory argues that takeovers are motivated

by a wealth transfer from current stockholders to the acquirer (Trautwein,

1990). In disturbance theory, takeovers occur because of macroeconomic dis-

turbances. These disturbances impact the expectations of individuals and

creates a higher level of uncertainty which leads to a shift in individual ex-

pectations. This in turn leads to an increase in the perception of the value of

an asset which causes takeover opportunities (Trautwein, 1990). The com-

mon ingredient of all these views is that the new owner of the LBO target

can extract more value from the restructured firm relative to the value of the

firm in its pre-LBO shape.

Buyouts can be either friendly or hostile. In a friendly takeover, the target’s

management welcomes and recommends the deal to its shareholders. In a

hostile takeover, the initial offer is unwanted by the target’s management

(DePamphilis, 2010, p. 21). In such a situation, the hostile acquirer can

circumvent the target’s management and offer to buy stock directly from the

target’s shareholders. The offer to buy most of the shares in another firm is

called a tender offer. Regardless of whether the offer is friendly or hostile,

the acquirer usually has to pay a substantial bid premium in relation to the

current share price for the deal to go through. The bid premiums in a hostile

takeover are generally higher than in a friendly takeover mainly because

hostile takeovers may attract new bidders that bid up the purchase price

(DePamphilis, 2010, p. 21). Empirical studies show that the percentage by

which the price offered by the acquirer in an LBO in excess of the market price

ranges between 30-50% (e.g., Lehn and Poulsen, 1989; DeAngelo, DeAngelo,
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and Rice, 1984 and Andres, Betzer, and Hoffmann, 2004). This implies

that the existing shareholders of an LBO-target are heavily compensated for

selling their shares to the LBO raider. Further, it implies that the acquiror’s

perceived valuation of the LBO target is generally far greater than the stock

markets’ assessment.

LBO activity is cyclical, and years of high activity is referred to in the lit-

erature as LBO-booms. Figure 1 displays the variation in LBO activity for

the sample of target firms in this study. The first LBO-boom occurred in

the 1980s, when an unprecedented number of public companies went private,

fuelled by the development of the junk bond market. LBO activity in the

US increased from $25 billion in 1979 to $77 billion in 1988. In the 1990s,

however, improvements in corporate governance and active monitoring by

institutional investors reduced the incentives for LBO transactions.
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Figure 1: LBO activity for the sample of European target firms during the years 2000-
2018. Source: Zephyr, Bureau van Dijk.
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It took until the end of the 1990’s until we saw another resurgence in going-

private transactions, this time fuelled by the development of the private

equity market. LBO-activity crashed in conjunction with the 2008-crisis

(Bharath and Dittmar, 2010). During recent years, LBOs and other going-

private takeovers are again making a strong comeback (Mehran and Peri-

stiani, 2010). It can be observed that the LBO activity in our sample is

clustered around 2005-2007 and 2016-2018 and that the valuations are high

when deal volumes are peaking.

2.2 Theoretical Framework

The LBO literature presents several sources of potential determinants of the

going-private decision. The most established theories concern reduction of

agency costs, tax benefits, corporate undervaluation and financial visibility.

This section describes these motives in detail to establish the hypotheses of

the study. The independent variables used to test these hypotheses are pre-

sented in Table 1.

Table 1: The hypotheses and independent variables of this study and their expected
relationship with LBO likelihood.

Hypothesis Variables Expected sign

Free Cash Flow FCF +
CASH +
GROWTH -
Q -
CAPX +

Tax TAX +
LEV -

Undervaluation M/B -
PU -

Financial Visibility TURN -
R&D +
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Agency costs, control and the Free Cash Flow Hypothesis

Jensen and Meckling (1979) argue that if a wholly owned firm is managed

by the owner, she will make operating decisions which maximise her own

utility. If the firm is instead partly owned by outside shareholders, costs will

be generated by the divergence between her interest and those of the outside

shareholders, since she will then bear only a fraction of the costs and benefits

she takes out in maximising her own utility (Jensen and Meckling, 1979).

The divergence between the actions taken by the managers and the optimal

actions as defined by the utility of all shareholders is referred to as agency

costs (Jensen and Meckling, 1979). The classical view on the main motive

behind LBOs is to reduce such agency costs. Grossman and Hart (1988)

argue that a strong link between managerial performance and reward can be

achieved through a takeover and that gains from going private are to some

extent owed to an improved monitoring system employed by the acquiring

team. Investors who take a substantial equity position in a private firm have a

greater incentive to monitor management compared to dispersed stockholders

in a public firm. Thus, a potential benefit from LBOs is superior managerial

performance because LBO raiders are better monitors of managerial decisions

than dispersed public stockholders (DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Rice, 1984).

Jensen (1986) argues that desirable LBO candidates are firms with substan-

tial free cash flows and low growth prospects. The reason is that these firms

are likely to suffer from high agency costs. This theory is known as the free

cash flow hypothesis. The idea is that additional debt increases efficiency

by forcing organisations with large cash flows but few high-return invest-

ment projects to disgorge cash to investors (Jensen, 1986). The increase

in debt caused by the LBO helps prevent firms from wasting resources on

low-return projects. Thus, the free cash flow hypothesis predicts that LBOs

occur in response to bad managerial performance in firms with high levels

of free cash flows. The benefits of debt is that it creates pressure for cuts in

expansion programs and the sale of assets which are more valuable outside
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the firm. This process results in a complete rethinking of the organisation’s

strategy and structure resulting in a much leaner and competitive organisa-

tion (Jensen, 1986). Jensen (1989) even predicts that the public corporation

would be in decline in favour of the LBO governance structure, because of

inefficiency created by the conflict of interest between owners and managers.

The free cash flow theory forms the basis for the first hypothesis in this study:

Free Cash Flow Hypothesis: Firms with substantial free cash flows and low

growth prospects are more likely to become LBO targets

To test the free cash flow hypothesis, five variables are employed. FCF

measures the firm’s free cash flow. In line with Lehn and Poulsen (1989),

free cash flow is defined as operating income before depreciation less taxes,

interest expenses and dividends to common and preferred stock. This variable

is supposed to measure the cash flow in excess of that required to fund all

projects that have positive NPVs when discounted at the relevant cost of

capital and is expected to have a positive relationship with the likelihood

of becoming an LBO target (Lehn and Poulsen, 1989). CASH measures

cash and marketable securities in relation to the total assets of a company.

It is expected to have a positive relationship with LBO likelihood as cash

rich companies tend to be bought by LBO funds (Brar, Giamouridis, and

Liodakis, 2009). To control for the firm’s growth prospects, two variables

are employed. GROWTH measures sales growth in the year preceding the

LBO. GROWTH is predicted to have a negative relationship with LBO

likelihood. Q is a proxy for Tobin’s Q, which is the ratio of the market

value of a firm’s assets to the value of its gross capital stock adjusted for

inflation (Opler and Titman, 1993). It is argued that this ratio is increasing

in the firm’s growth prospects and thus, and in accordance with the free

cash flow hypothesis, a negative relationship between Q and LBO likelihood

is expected. GROWTH differs from Tobin’s Q in the sense that it uses

historical growth to predict future growth. The presence of agency problems
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implies that management tends to invest undistributed funds in negative

NPV projects. The propensity of managers to waste company resources

in such a way is measured by CAPX, which measures the firm’s capital

expenditure as reported in the cash flow statement. It is expected that the

level of capital expenditure is positively related to LBO likelihood.

Tax hypothesis

As LBOs cause a substantial increase in leverage, the increase in interest-

related tax deductions may be an important source of wealth gains. Lowen-

stein (1985) argues that the single most important factor explaining the high

premiums paid in US MBOs is taxes. Management can often purchase the

business from the public and finance the premium portion of the purchase

price entirely out of tax generated cash flows (Lowenstein, 1985). Kieschnick

(1998) finds the size of the firm and its potential for tax reductions to be

significant determinants of the premiums paid to go private. Kaplan (1989)

presents a range of estimates of the combined tax benefit from increased in-

terest and depreciation deductions from buyouts and finds strong evidence

for the tax hypothesis. In this study, the tax hypothesis is formulated as:

Tax hypothesis: firms with high potential tax benefits are more likely to

become LBO targets

To test the tax hypothesis, two variables are employed. TAX is the firm’s

average tax expenditures. This variable measures the extent to which a firm

may benefit from the tax shield created by increased debt and is predicted to

have a positive relationship with LBO likelihood. This relies on the assump-

tion that the firm can add on additional leverage. To measure the extent to

which a firm may increase its leverage, the variable LEV is used. This is the

ratio of long-term debt to total assets and is predicted to have a negative

relationship with LBO likelihood.
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Undervaluation

The undervaluation hypothesis suggests that shareholder wealth gains from

going private result from the undervaluation of assets in the eyes of the ac-

quiring party. As a firm is a portfolio of projects, there may be asymmetric

information between the management and outsiders about the maximum

value that can be realised with the assets in place (Ross, 1977). It is possi-

ble that the management, which has superior information, realises that the

share price is undervalued in relation to the true potential of the firm. The

undervaluation hypothesis if formulated as:

Undervaluation hypothesis: undervalued firms are more likely to become

LBO targets

To test the undervaluation hypothesis, two variables are used. Market-to-

book (M/B) is the ratio of the firm’s market value of equity to its book

value of equity. This ratio is increasing when the market’s assessment of the

net asset value is larger than the book value. A firm with a low valuation

has a low market-to-book ratio and therefore, the undervaluation hypothesis

predicts a negative relationship between M/B and LBO likelihood. In line

with Weir, Laing, and Wright (2005b), the undervaluation hypothesis is also

tested using the firm’s perceived undervaluation (PU). It measures the gross

change in market value of equity in the year preceding the LBO. Thus, it

measures if the firm’s market value of equity has increased or decreased. The

firm is perceived to be undervalued if the market value of equity has decreased

and therefore a negative relationship between PU and LBO likelihood is

predicted.

Financial visibility

DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Rice (1984) argue that the costs of maintaining

stock exchange listing is high. Going private potentially generates wealth

gains through reductions in registration, listing, and other stockholder ser-

vicing costs (DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Rice, 1984). Whilst all listed firms
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to some extent bear these costs, there may be large differences in the ex-

tent to which firms enjoy benefits from being listed. Mehran and Peristiani

(2010) argue that LBOs are increasingly motivated by firms’ inability to at-

tain a critical mass of financial visibility during their time as public firms.

Young firms are choosing to exit the public market because they have failed

to attract an adequate level of investor recognition. Despite being solid per-

formers, these firms are often overlooked by financial analysts (Mehran and

Peristiani, 2010). The lack of financial visibility leads to investor uncertainty

and results in an illiquid stock vulnerable to greater mispricing. For the firm,

this implies a high cost of capital. Given that one major reason to go public

is the access to relatively cheap capital from public investors, it may be hard

to motivate staying public when financial visibility stays low. The financial

visibility hypothesis claims that this trade-off is one critical reason to the

choice of going private. The financial visibility hypothesis is formulated as:

Financial visibility hypothesis: firms with less financial visibility are more

likely to become LBO targets

To test the financial visibility hypothesis two variables are studies, stock

turnover and research and development expenses. Turnover (TURN) is mea-

sured in accordance with Bharath and Dittmar (2010) as is the yearly stock

turnover to shares outstanding. It is assumed that TURN is negatively

related to LBO likelihood since lower turnover implies less market participa-

tion. R&D measures the ratio of the firm’s research and development costs

to sales. Whilst capital expenditure is capitalised on a firm’s balance sheet,

accounting principles tend to be more conservative to capitalising research

and development costs. One reason for this is that it is hard to know the

fair value of these expenditures. We argue that a high level of research and

development costs therefore is linked to low financial visibility. When a firm

has a high level of intangible assets that cannot be capitalised on the balance

sheet, it is hard for investors to know the true value of a firm and it tends to
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stay undervalued despite its strong growth prospects (Doidge et al., 2018).

In such a scenario, it is easier for managers to convey the true value of the

firm to a small group of investors, for instance an LBO fund, compared to

the public market. Thus, firms with high R&D costs are assumed to be good

LBO candidates and we predict a positive relationship between R&D and

LBO likelihood.

2.3 Literature Review

The literature on LBO transactions can be classified into four categories:

intent, impact, process, and duration (Renneboog and Vansteenkiste, 2017).

The intent category studies the characteristics of firms prior to their deci-

sion to go private and compares these characteristics to firms that do not

go private to understand the drivers and determinants of the LBO decision.

The impact category studies the cross-section of premiums paid in the LBO

transactions to understand the wealth gains from LBOs. The process cat-

egory employs case studies to investigate how the acquirer restructures the

target firm to increase value creation. Lastly, the duration category studies

what happens with the target firm after it has been restructured with an in-

terest in the exit strategy of the LBO raider (Renneboog and Vansteenkiste,

2017). This study falls within the intent category. That is, the main interest

lies in the determinants of LBO targets in contrast to non-targets prior to the

buyout. Section 2.3.1 reviews the main body of research within the intent

strand of LBO literature.

To deepen the logit analysis, the logit model’s predictive ability is tested out-

of-sample. This type of analysis has to our understanding not been studied

extensively in the LBO determinant literature before. However, prediction

tests are common in studies about other type of takeovers such as mergers

and acquisitions. Section 2.3.2 reviews some important empirical studies

within the field of takeover prediction as a basis for investment strategies.
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2.3.1 LBO determinants literature

Table 2 summarises the main findings within the body of research that in-

vestigate LBO target determinants. The right column displays the variables

that have been emphasised to be important drivers of the LBO decision.

Lehn and Poulsen (1989) test whether the free cash flow hypothesis can be

used to explain why certain firms go private and whether variables related to

the theory can be used to explain the gains made by pre-LBO shareholders.

Using a sample of 263 US LBO transactions between the years 1980-1987,

they find a significant relationship between undistributed cash flow and a

firm’s decision to go private. Further, they find that buyout premiums to

stockholders are significantly related to undistributed cash flow.

Ippolito and James (1992) uses the same LBO-target data set as Lehn and

Poulsen (1989) but expands the analysis by examining how pension termi-

nations are affected by LBOs. In their logit analysis they find significance of

variables in line with Lehn and Poulsen (1989). Ippolito and James (1992)

also observe that there is a significant increase in pension terminations fol-

lowing LBO transactions.

Opler and Titman (1993) investigate if LBOs are motivated by the gains from

realigning incentive problems such as the free cash flow problem. Opler and

Titman (1993) also ask whether LBOs are deterred by potential financial

distress costs. These questions are asked simultaneously to shed light on

the fact that the agency cost reduction achieved by increased debt must be

weighed against the increased financial distress costs induced by leverage.

Consistent with the free cash flow theory, Opler and Titman (1993) finds

that firms that initiate LBOs can be characterised as having a combination

of unfavourable investment opportunities and relatively high cash flows and

that firms with high expected cost of financial distress are less likely to do

LBOs.
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Table 2: This table summarises variables found to significantly affect LBO likelihood in
previous studies.

Paper Period Variables

Lehn & Poulsen (1989) 1980-1987 (US) Cash flow/Equity
Growth
Tax/Equity
Footsteps

Ippolito & James (1992) 1980-1987 (US) Takeover Threat
Tax/Equity
Growth
Book/Market

Opler & Titman (1993) 1980-1990 (US) R&D/Sales
Low cash flow, low Q

Kieschnick (1998) 1980-1987 (US) Tax/Equity
Size

Halpern, Kieschnick 1981-1986 (US) Prior acquisition interest
& Rotenberg (1999) Tax expenditure

Stock performance
Management ownership

Kosedag & Lane (2002) 1980-1996 (US) Tax/Equity
Threath

Weir, Laing & 1998-2000 (UK) CEO shareholder
Wright (2005a) Institutional shareholder

Duality
Tobin’s Q

Weir, Laing & 1998-2000 (UK) Perceived undervaluation
Wright (2005b)
Billett, Jiang & 1980-2006 (US) CIC Covenants
Lie (2010) Free Cash Flow
Mehran & Peristiani (2010) 1990-2007 (US) Free Cash Flow

Debt ratio
Tax ratio
Sales
Analyst growth
Institutional ownership
Stock volatility

Bharath & Dittmar (2010) 1980-2004 (US) Analyst coverage
Institutional ownership
Illiquidity
Free Cash Flow
Cash/assets
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Kieschnick (1998) uses the same data as Lehn and Poulsen (1989) but reaches

some different conclusions due to different statistical treatment and robust-

ness checks. First, in contrast to Lehn and Poulsen (1989), Kieschnick (1998)

finds that neither a firm’s prior growth rate nor its prior level of free cash flow

is significant determinants of the odds of it going private. Second, Kieschnick

(1998) does not find a firm’s pre-transaction level of free cash flow to be a

significant determinant of the premiums paid to take it private. Instead Ki-

eschnick (1998) finds the size of the firm and its potential for tax reductions

to be significant determinants of the premiums paid to take it private.

Halpern, Kieschnick, and Rotenberg (1999) argue that there are two types

of firms going private through an LBO. One group consists of firms in which

managers own an insignificant fraction of their firm’s stock and are vulnera-

ble to a hostile takeover. The other group consists of firms in which managers

own a significant fraction of their firm’s stock and so face little risk of hostile

takeover. Halpern, Kieschnick, and Rotenberg (1999) argue that the hetero-

geneity amongst LBO targets can explain why previous evidence on the free

cash flow hypothesis has been mixed. In their logit regression, LBO targets

demonstrate higher tax expenditures, poorer prior stock performance, higher

managerial shareholdings, and greater exposure to prior acquisition interest.

The authors argue that these findings are evidence against the free cash flow

hypothesis and emphasise that previous findings in favour of the hypothesis

might be flawed due to not accounting for the proposed heterogeneity of LBO

targets with respect to managerial equity ownership.

Kosedag and Lane (2002) ask whether the free cash flow hypothesis and tax

savings hypothesis are valid determinants for reLBO1 targets. The study

finds that tax savings statistically increase the likelihood of a firm going

private. However, the study finds no empirical support for the free cash flow

1reLBO targets are LBO firms that subsequently return to the equity capital markets,
and then go private a second time
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hypothesis.

Weir, Laing, and Wright (2005a) identify several governance mechanisms

that differ between LBO targets and non-targets. The study finds that LBO

targets are more likely to have higher CEO shareholdings, higher institutional

shareholdings, more duality, and lower Q-ratios. Further, the study fails to

support that excess free cash flows increase the likelihood of becoming an

LBO target.

Weir, Laing, and Wright (2005b) test the validity of the undervaluation hy-

pothesis. Using data from the UK, they find that MBO targets experience

falling market values in the year before going private. Weir, Laing, and

Wright (2005b) also find that low growth opportunities, high free cash flows

and higher tax payments do not influence the decision to go private.

Billett, Jiang, and Lie (2010) find that change-in-control covenants play an

important role in determining which firms are targeted for LBOs and con-

clude that wealth transfer from bondholders is an important consideration

in the LBO decision besides agency costs and tax considerations.

Using a hazard model, Mehran and Peristiani (2010) find that a significant

force behind the LBO decision is the inability of the target firm to attract a

critical mass of analyst coverage and investor interest and the failure to reap

full benefits of public markets. This finding sheds light to the fact that more

recent LBOs from the 1990’s and 2000’s do share some of the characteristics

described by earlier literature, i.e. high incidence of free cash flows, low

growth prospects and the agency costs associated with those characteristics.

However, Mehran and Peristiani (2010) argue that another type of firm is

leaving the public markets, namely small firms that do not manage to exploit

the benefits of the public capital markets due to low trading liquidity and

coverage by market participants.

Bharath and Dittmar (2010) employs a hazard model with a sample of US
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firms between 1980-2004. The study finds that firms are more likely to go

private when they have less analyst coverage and lower institutional owner-

ship, which supports the financial visibility hypothesis. Further, the study

finds that firms are more likely to go private if they have more concentrated

ownership or more mutual fund ownership. Additionally, the study docu-

ments the importance of liquidity to a public firm. They find that firms are

more likely to go private when their stock is less liquid. Strong support is

also found for the free cash flow hypothesis, but only for targets in the 1980s.

2.3.2 Takeover prediction literature

While several studies have developed takeover prediction models, few have

empirically tested their ability to beat the market (Powell, 2001). This is

surprising since many of them report high prediction rates. Therefore, this

study applies logit model estimators in an out-of-sample prediction. The

main purpose of this exercise is to evaluate whether the model’s prediction

is better than the stock market’s. If this is the case it would be possible to

earn abnormal returns on a trading strategy based on predictions, given that

LBO transactions are carried out with a substantial bid premium.

Palepu (1986) uses US data from 1971-1979 to construct a probability model

that utilises the functional relationship between firm characteristics and its

acquisition likelihood. This model is based on an estimated optimal cutoff

acquisition probability. Palepu (1986) uses this cutoff acquisition probability

to identify firms which have a predicted probability of becoming a target

above 11.2%. This results in identifying 625 firms as potential targets and

492 firms as non-targets in a sample of 1117 firms. Out of the 625 predicted

targets, 24 eventually became targets whilst 601 firms maintained public.

The predicted targets are grouped into a target portfolio for which abnormal

returns are computed for each trading day in the year 1980. The average cu-

mulative abnormal return of the target portfolio is -1.62%. The weak return

of the portfolio is explained by the fact that a vast majority of the predicted
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targets were falsely classified (Palepu, 1986). Meanwhile the 24 predicted

targets that became actual targets generate an impressive cumulative aver-

age abnormal return of 20.98%. This implies that it is possible to earn a

high abnormal return if targets and non-targets are identified with higher

accuracy. However, the proportion of actual targets in this portfolio needs

to be significantly higher.

Powell (2001) uses the same modelling as Palepu (1986) to re-examine the

question of whether abnormal returns can be earned from a strategy that

invests in firms predicted as potential takeover targets. Powell (2001) claims

that there are two essential issues with the approach. First, the model in-

correctly predicts many non-targets as targets. To solve this issue, targets

are sorted in deciles based on their assigned probability of takeover, and

ten portfolios are formed in descending order of probability. Second, Pow-

ell (2001) tries to improve the calculation process of the abnormal returns.

This is done using the control portfolio approach where the expected return

is equally weighted. The strategy results in a significant abnormal return

of -6% during a 12-month period. The negative return is explained by the

fact that many small firms are included in the sample, which had negative

performance during the holding period. In a later study, Powell (2004) at-

tempts to improve the return of the target portfolio. He is able to find a

portfolio that generates a positive abnormal return by using a multinomial

model instead of a binomial model. He finds that a size and market-to-book

adjusted portfolio generates an abnormal return of 7% during a 12-month

period.

Brar, Giamouridis, and Liodakis (2009) constructs ten portfolios and sorts

them in descending order based on their takeover probability. They assign

the same number of securities to each portfolio. With this approach they

find that the cutoff probability is 41%. The model employed predicts 73%

of targets and non-targets correctly on average (Brar, Giamouridis, and Lio-
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dakis, 2009). Brar, Giamouridis, and Liodakis (2009) find that the portfolio

that hold stocks based on the top decile of estimated takeover likelihood

generates an abnormal return of 8.5% per year, assuming a 1-month holding

period with monthly rebalancing.

Cremers, Nair, and John (2009) uses a new approach in comparison to the

previously mentioned studies. They construct a portfolio that buys firms with

a high likelihood of becoming a target and sells firms with a low likelihood of

becoming a target (Cremers, Nair, and John, 2009). This long-short portfolio

generates abnormal returns of 11.77% during a 12-month period, relative to

the Fama-French-Carhart four factor model. The findings suggest that a

higher exposure to takeover leads to higher expected returns (Cremers, Nair,

and John, 2009). Table 3 summarises the main findings from the studies

presented above.

Table 3: Cumulative average abnormal return found from takeover prediction studies.
All studies use a 12-month holding period. Targets correctly predicted is the fraction of
ex-post targets correctly classified by the model.

Paper Sample period CAAR Targets correctly predicted

Palepu 1971-1979 -1.62% 80% of targets

(1986) US

Powell 1986-1995 -6%** 6.90% of targets
(2001) UK

Powell 1986-1995 +7% 48.28% of targets
(2004) UK

Brar et al 1992-2003 +8.5% 42.42% of targets
(2009) EU

Cremers et al 1981-2004 11.77%*** Not reported
(2009) US

***, ** significant at the 1% and 5%-level respectively
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3 Methodology

This study investigates the determinants of LBO targets by contrasting a

sample of targets to a sample of firms that were not engaged in an LBO.

The intuition behind this analysis is as follows. Whether or not a firm is

acquired in a given time period depends on the firm’s own characteristics.

We are interested in the characteristics of the target which influence its at-

tractiveness as an LBO target. By analysing accounting and market data for

firms that were subsequently taken over as well as the same data for firms

that were not subsequently taken over, the goal is to derive which of these

variables are most influential in the LBO decision. This analysis is carried

out using logistic regression models. To deepen this analysis, the estimators

from one of the logistic models are used for an out-of-sample prediction. The

predicted probabilities of firms in a hold-out sample are used as a basis for an

investment strategy that invests in firms with high predicted LBO-likelihood.

3.1 Sample Selection

Each year, the number of LBO target firms makes up a very small fraction

of the total number of firms in any market. If a sample were to be drawn

randomly from a population of firms, the sample would be likely to consist of

an overwhelming majority of non-targets and very few targets (Palepu, 1986).

To make any quantitative analysis meaningful, it is necessary to sample the

targets and non-target separately. This study therefore first identifies a sub-

sample of targets by gathering information on LBO transactions in European

countries. The target firms from these transactions are then combined with

a sub-sample of firms that were not involved in any LBO transaction. These

so-called non-targets are chosen using two different techniques to enable an

assessment of the logit models’ robustness to different sampling procedures.
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3.1.1 Sample of targets

To retrieve European LBO transactions, two advanced searches are per-

formed in Bureau van Dijk’s M&A database Zephyr. Both searches are

filtered on completed and confirmed transactions in which the target firm

has its main address in any European country during the years 2000-2018.

The years 2000-2018 are chosen for two main reasons. According to litera-

ture, LBO activity is clustered in periods of time. With the years chosen, this

study covers three waves of LBO activity: the beginning of the twenty-first

century, the years leading up to the 2008-crisis and the recent upwards trend

in LBO activity. Secondly, most of previous studies have been conducted

during the 1980’s and 1990’s so this study makes a natural contribution by

investigating the subject closer with newer data.

The first search is filtered on the deal-types Institutional buyout, Manage-

ment buyin and Management buyout. In Zephyr, an Institutional buyout is

defined as a transaction in which a Private Equity firm has taken a 50% stake

or more in the target company. A Management buyout is defined as a trans-

action in which the existing management of the company buy at least 50%

of the company from its existing owners. Similarly, a Management buyin is

defined as a transaction in which the target company is sold to an external

team of managers, with the new management team taking a majority stake.

This search yields a list of 22 395 deals.

The second search in the database is filtered on the sub-deal types Public

takeover by Private Equity and Leveraged Buyout. In Zephyr, a Public

takeover by Private Equity is defined as a buyout carried out by a private

equity firm which makes a public offer to the shareholders of a quoted target

company. A Leveraged Buyout is defined as a buyout that is financed with a

significant amount of borrowed funds. This search yields a list of 2 725 deals.

The reason for making two separate searches is that the deal-types and sub-
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deal types cannot be used simultaneously without losing many valid deals.

Since we argue that all of these transaction definitions fall within the LBO-

spectrum as defined in Section 2.1, we combine these two lists of deals. Con-

sidering the risk of doublets, all firms appearing more than once in the list

are then dropped. If a firm appears twice because it has been a target in

two different LBO-transactions, the most recent acquisition is dropped. Ad-

ditionally, all financial firms are dropped due to their high leverage nature.

Fama and French (1992) claims that the high leverage of financial firms does

not have the same meaning as for non-financial firms, where high leverage is

a sign of financial distress. The same exclusion process of financial firms is

used by Powell (2004) and Brar, Giamouridis, and Liodakis (2009).

Zephyr is a database for both listed and unlisted firms and the different

buyout definitions are not solely constrained to public firms. In fact, only

a small fraction of the retrieved list of targets were bought out from public

markets. This study, however, is constrained to public-to-private deals. To

be able to retrieve accounting and stock market data for the target firms it

is necessary that they have been listed on a stock exchange. To filter out

public firms, the list of targets includes the firms’ International Securities

Identification Number (ISIN), if such number is available for the firm. The

ISIN works as an indicator that the firm is or has been listed on a public

market. Excluding firms with missing ISIN reduces the number of targets to

1 986.

Financials for the sample of target firms are obtained from Compustat Global

via Wharton Research Data Services. Compustat Fundamental Annual is

used to retrieve accounting information whilst Compustat Security Daily is

used to retrieve share prices, shares outstanding and volume variables. Since

there are many different accounting currencies in the sample, all financial fig-

ures are converted to Euro using exchange rates downloaded from Bloomberg.

Most of the target firms’ accounting figures are denoted in Euro, GBP, CHF,
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DKK, NOK, PLN, SEK or USD. Other, less traded currencies are excluded

because the exchange rates downloaded from Bloomberg are unreliable due

to missing data points. Small firms with sales less than ten million Euro are

excluded. Firms whose values of total assets and total equity are missing or

zero are excluded as well. Lastly, only firms with at least two subsequent

fiscal years of data are included. After these data restrictions, the final target

sample of this study consists of 294 firms2. The number of LBO deals per

year in the sample is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Sample distribution of LBO announcements over the period 2000-2018.

The most recent LBO-booms are evident in the target sample. After a some-

what high level of deals in the year of 2000, the market crashed. During the

years 2002-2006 deal activity built up and reached peak levels in the year of

2007. After some years of financial crisis, European LBO activity started to

increase again.

2A full breakdown of each target by country, announcement date and company name
can be found in appendix A.1
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3.1.2 Sample of non-targets

A non-target is defined as a firm from either one of the LBO-target countries,

presented in Table 4, that was not engaged in an LBO transaction during

the period 2000-2018. We make the implicit assumption that all firms that

are not present in the target sample were not subject to an LBO during this

period. All non-financial firms from either one of the countries included in

the target sample that are available in Compustat are obtained. Accounting

currencies are constrained to Euro, GBP, CHF, DKK, NOK, PLN, SEK, or

USD. Small firms with sales less than ten million Euro are excluded. Firms

with missing values for total assets and total equity are excluded as well.

This results in a set of 2465 non-targets. Most of these firms have annual

data for several fiscal years. The year of interest for each non-target is chosen

randomly from a uniform distribution. The number of non-targets per year

is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Distribution of non-targets during the period 2000-2018.

There are relatively many observations in the years 2016-2018 in comparison

to other years except for 2007. This means that the data set is skewed

towards more recent observations because these firms fulfil the requirements
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for inclusion to a larger extent. To avoid survivorship bias, both active and

inactive firms are included. However, as the database seem to include more

observations in recent years it is more likely that the year of interest for each

non-target will be chosen from 2016, 2017 or 2018. The sample includes non-

targets from all European countries from which there are firms in the target

sample. This results in 17 different countries and the total number of targets

and non-targets per country is displayed in Table 4.

Table 4: Number of targets and non-targets per country.

Country Targets Non-targets Total

Belgium 5 80 85
Denmark 4 30 34
Estonia 1 10 11
Finland 5 32 37
France 59 398 457
Germany 21 221 242
Greece 5 174 179
Ireland 1 28 29
Italy 11 124 135
Netherlands 17 51 68
Norway 6 55 61
Poland 15 224 239
Portugal 1 35 36
Spain 4 51 55
Sweden 9 143 152
Switzerland 2 47 49
United Kingdom 128 762 890

Total 294 2465 2759

Most targets and non-targets originate from United Kingdom followed by

France, Germany, Netherlands, Poland and Italy. For most countries, the

number of non-targets mirrors the fraction of targets from the same country

but some countries stand for an disproportionate fraction of non-targets such
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as Sweden and Poland.

An alternated sample of non-targets is also constructed using one-to-one

matching. This is done for two reasons. First, the matching reduces the

effect that endogenous factors such as size, industry and time has on the

results. The effects that our chosen independent variables have on LBO

likelihood can to a larger extent be isolated when targets are contrasted to

comparable non-targets. Second, is allows us to analyse the logit models’

robustness to different sampling procedures. The matching is made in the

following manner. Each target is assigned a non-target in the same fiscal

year and industry that most closely matches the size of the target. Size

is measured as the market capitalisation at the end of the fiscal year. The

industry match is made by the first digit in the company’s four-digit Standard

Industrial Classification (SIC) code. This implies that if a target was acquired

in 2012, the matching non-target firm is the one with the least deviation

from the target’s market capitalisation within the same industry at the end

of 2011. This procedure is referred to as choice-based sampling and results in

a stratified data set where each target is grouped with one unique non-target.

3.2 Variables

The logistic regression analysis attempts to explain the variation in the de-

pendent variable TARGET using a set of firm characteristics 3. TARGET is

formulated as a dummy variable taking on the value one if the firm is an LBO

target, and zero otherwise. Firm characteristics are values obtained from an-

nual financial items in the fiscal year t− 1. For each target, year t represent

the year of the LBO announcement. In the full sample of non-targets, year t

is randomly chosen. For each non-target in the one-to-one matched sample,

year t is chosen to match the LBO year of one unique target.

3A full breakdown of the data items used to construct the independent variables is
given in Appendix A.2
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The firm characteristics used as independent variables in the logistic regres-

sion are derived from four different hypotheses: the free cash flow hypothesis,

the tax hypothesis, the undervaluation hypothesis, and the financial visibil-

ity hypothesis. The free cash flow hypothesis predicts that firms with high

free cash flows and low growth prospects are more likely to become LBO

targets. To test this hypothesis, five variables are employed: FCF , CASH,

GROWTH, Q, and CAPX. FCF measures the cash flow in excess of what

is required to fund all positive NPV projects. The variable consists of oper-

ating income before depreciation less taxes, interest expenses and dividends

to common and preferred stock and is deflated by sales. All these figures are

obtained in year t−1. CASH is measured as cash and marketable securities

deflated by sales in year t−1. GROWTH measures the sales growth between

year t− 2 and t− 1. Q is measured as the ratio of the firm’s enterprise value

to its book value of assets, where the enterprise value consists of market value

of common equity plus the book value of long-term debt:

Q = (LTDt−1 +MVEt−1)/TAt−1

CAPX measures the propensity of managers to waste company resources.

The variable consists of the firm’s capital expenditure as reported in the cash

flow statement in the fiscal year t− 1 deflated by sales.

The tax hypothesis predicts that firms with high potential tax benefits are

more likely to become LBO targets. To test this hypothesis, two variables

are employed: TAX and LEV . TAX is the firm’s average two-year tax

expenditures deflated by sales:

TAX =
( τt−2

Salest−2

+
τt−1

Salest−1

)
/2

Where τ is the total income tax expenses. Tax expenses are averaged over
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two years because firms generally have the option to move tax expenses over

time using so-called tax carry-foward. LEV measures the firm’s leverage.

This is the ratio of long-term debt to total assets in year t− 1.

The undervaluation hypothesis claims that undervalued firms are more likely

to become LBO targets. Two variables are employed to test this hypothesis:

M/B and PU . M/B is the firm’s market-to-book ratio. It is measured as

the firm’s market value of equity to its book value of equity at the end of the

fiscal year t− 1. PU measures the firm’s perceived undervaluation. It is the

gross change in the firm’s market value of equity from year t− 2 to t− 1:

PU = MVEt−1/MV Et−2

Thus, it measures if the firm’s market value of equity has increased or de-

creased during the year preceding the LBO.

The financial visibility hypothesis claims that firms with less financial visi-

bility are more likely to become LBO targets. To test the financial visibility

hypothesis two variables are employed: TURN and R&D. TURN is mea-

sured in accordance with Bharath and Dittmar (2010) as the ratio of daily

stock turnover volume over the past 12-month period divided by number of

shares outstanding:

TURN =
D∑
d=1

vd/St−1

WhereD represent the number of trading days in year t−1, vd is the volume of

traded stocks in a given day d and St−1 is the number of shares outstanding

at the end of fiscal year t − 1. R&D represents the firm’s research and

development expenses and is measured as the ratio of R&D costs to sales in

year t− 1.
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Two other control variables, SIZE and IDUMMY are added to the regres-

sion models. SIZE is measured as the log of market capitalisation at the

end of year t − 1. There are several reasons for why the size of a firm may

impacts its LBO likelihood. As the absolute amount of funds required to

acquire the firm increases, the number of potential acquirers decrease. So-

called mega-buyouts are usually executed by a syndicate of LBO-funds and

banks. Even though such projects have been more frequent in recent years,

they make up only a small fraction of the studied LBOs. On the other hand,

a firm that is too small is not an attractive LBO target either. Buying out

and restructuring an organisation requires massive amounts of preparation.

A substantially large investment is therefore required for the effort to be

worthwhile. IDUMMY is assigned a value one if at least one LBO occurred

in a firm’s four-digit SIC industry during the year t− 1. Gort (1969) argues

that M&A activity is caused by valuation differentials among market par-

ticipants which are triggered by economic shocks like changes in technology,

industry structure, and regulatory environment. For this reason, activity is

expected to be clustered by time and industry.

Given the large number of variables, firms, countries, and currencies em-

ployed in this study, the risk of data mismeasurement becomes high. To

address this risk, data is examined closely to identify any extreme values.

Out of the 2759 firms in the total sample, 208 firms are identified as outliers

whereof 22 firms are targets. An outlier is defined as an observation that lie

±3 standard deviations from the mean for a given variable. Since many of

the independent variables are ratios, outliers can cause large measurement

errors. When working whit this kind of data, it is common practice to elim-

inate such extreme observations (Lien and Balakrishnan, 2005). However,

since it is essential for this study have a large enough sample of targets,

there must also be a balance between data availability and the quality of

this data. To avoid deleting any data points, winsorisation is employed. For

each variable, outliers are winsorised back to ±3 standard deviations from
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the mean.

3.3 Logistic regression model

This study investigates characteristics that influence a firm’s attractiveness

to become an LBO target. This underlying relationship can be formulated

as:

y∗ = β0 + β′x+ ε

Where y∗ is the firm’s attractiveness to become an LBO target, β is a vector

of coefficients and x is the vector of firm characteristics:

β =



β1

β2

β3

β4

β5

β6

β7

β8

β9

β10

β11

β12

β13



,x =



IDUMMY

SIZE

FCF

CASH

GROWTH

Q

CAPX

TAX

LEV

M/B

PU

TURN

R&D


In the real world, a firm’s attractiveness to become an LBO target cannot

be observed. Instead, we observe the firm’s LBO status, which is binary in

the sense that the firm has either been an LBO target or it has remained

public. The use of a binary dependent variable limits the ability to employ

linear OLS techniques (Wooldridge, 2012, p. 585). Instead, logistic (logit)
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regression analysis is used. In this model, the dependent variable TARGET

is formulated as a dummy taking on the value one if the firm is an LBO

target and zero otherwise. In the analysis of the relationship between firm

characteristics and LBO status, the interest lies in the response probability

P (y = 1|x). That is, we are analysing the firm’s probability of becoming

an LBO target (y = 1) given its characteristics. In the logit model, this

probability is assumed to follow a logistic distribution in which our indepen-

dent variables and their respective coefficient estimators enter as the density

(Wooldridge, 2012, p. 585):

P (y = 1|x) =
eβ0+β

′x

1 + eβ0+β′x

By construction, this response probability takes on values between zero and

one. The nonlinear nature of this functional form prohibits the use of

OLS. Instead, maximum likelihood estimation is applied (Wooldridge, 2012,

p. 588). To obtain the maximum likelihood estimator of β, conditional on

the explanatory variables, we need the density of yi given xi for the sample

of firms. Denoting the logistic probability distribution as Λ(β′xi) in which

the intercept is absorbed in the vector xi for simplicity, we can write this the

density of yi given xi as:

f(y|xi;β) = [Λ(β′xi)]
y[1− Λ(β′xi)]

1−y

The log-likelihood function for firm i is a function of the parameters and the

data (xi, yi) and is obtained by taking the log of the previous equation:

`i(β) = yilog[Λ(β′xi)] + (1− yi)log[1− Λ(β′xi)]

The log-likelihood for the whole sample is obtained by summing `i(β) across
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all firms. The maximum likelihood estimator β̂ is the vector of coefficients

that maximises this sum (Wooldridge, 2012, p. 588). The primary goal is to

explain the effects that the firm characteristics have on a firm’s likelihood of

becoming an LBO target. Due to the nonlinear structure of the logit model,

we cannot interpret the estimators as ”the marginal change in y due to a

one-unit change in x”. This is a drawback with this method. However, the

direction of the effect that the firm characteristics have on the LBO likelihood

will have the same sign as the estimators. For this reason, the hypotheses

of this study are tested by assessing the sign and significance of β̂. To test

the significance of each estimator β̂j, the test statistic β̂j/se(β̂j) is computed,

where se(β̂j) is the asymptotic standard error of β̂j.

To test the significance of the full logistic model, likelihood ratio (LR) tests

are performed. The LR test is based on the difference in the log-likelihood

functions for the unrestricted and restricted models. The unrestricted model

is the original model used in the analysis, and the restricted model is a

model with only an intercept. The likelihood ratio statistic is twice the

difference in log-likelihood between the unrestricted and restricted model

and its significance is tested using a χ2-statistic (Wooldridge, 2012, p. 589).

To analyse the goodness-of-fit, the Pseudo R2 is analysed. This measures the

explanatory power added by including the independent variables in contrast

to using only an intercept (McFadden, 1973).

For random samples, the logit maximum likelihood estimators are consistent,

asymptotically normal, and efficient. In the model where we match targets

with non-targets one-to-one, we introduce a bias caused by this so-called

choice-based sampling. This bias is a consequence of oversampling targets

(Palepu, 1986). In the real population, the fraction of targets is very small

compared to non-targets. In the matched sample, however, there are equally

many targets as non-target. This oversampling of targets in the choice-based

sampling causes the maximum likelihood estimators to be potentially biased
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and inconsistent. To control for the impact of this potential bias, a condi-

tional logistic regression is performed. This output is then compared with

the output from the regular logistic model with one-to-one matching. The

conditional logit model considers the stratification of the sample (McFadden,

1973). Stratification implies that observations are grouped in pairs such that

each target is uniquely matched with a non-target based on year, industry,

and size. By accounting for this grouping one can validate the estimators

and their significance.

3.4 Predictive tests

While some studies have investigated takeover determinants before and found

high prediction rates, few have empirically tested their ability to beat the

market. To test the predictive power of the logistic regression model, a

portfolio of firms with high predicted probability of becoming LBO targets

in the year 2019 is constructed. The sample of firms used for this prediction is

referred to as the hold-out sample. The hold-out sample consists of all firms

in 2019 that fulfil the sample selection requirements of this study. That is,

the firms must be from either one of the countries included in the target

sample. Further, they must fulfil the data requirements to compute all the

variables. In total, the hold-out sample consists of 2 784 firms out of which

22 are actual LBO targets.

The timing of model estimation, portfolio formation and portfolio holding

is the following. The logit estimators are obtained from the full sample of

targets and non-targets in the sample period 2000-2018. Using these estima-

tors, the predicted LBO-probability for firms in the 2019 hold-out sample is

computed. Firms with high likelihood of becoming LBO targets are invested

in on the first of January 2019 and then held until the last trading day of

2019. This timeline is depicted in Figure 4.
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Year
2000− 2018 2019

Model Estimation

Holding Period

Figure 4: Timeline illustrating the timing of the trading strategy with respect to model
estimation and portfolio holding.

The predicted probability for each firm i is computed using the estimators

from the logit model and each firm’s set of independent variables:

P ( ̂yi = 1|xi) =
eβ̂0+β̂

′xi

1 + eβ̂0+β̂′xi

Firms with a high predicted LBO probability are classified as targets and are

included in the so-called target portfolio. Firms with a low predicted LBO

probability are included in the so-called non-target portfolio. In accordance

with Palepu (1986), the requirement for inclusion in the target portfolio is

based on the optimal cutoff probability. By plotting the distribution of the

estimated probabilities for the targets and non-targets in the same sample

that is used to estimate the model parameters, we can obtain empirical ap-

proximations of the two densities. The cutoff probability is the value where

the two plots intersect. Palepu (1986) argues that this cutoff value maximises

expected payoff from the investment strategy.

To assess the predictive ability of the model as well as the profitability of this

investment strategy the number of correctly classified targets and non-targets

are computed. Furthermore, the portfolios’ cumulative average abnormal

return (CAR) is computed for each trading day 1-250 during 2019.
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3.4.1 Portfolio abnormal return

The abnormal return is the actual ex post return of a security minus the

expected return of the same security (MacKinlay, 1997). Thus, it measures

the return in excess of what is expected given the security’s exposure to risk

factors. When a firm is taken private in an LBO transaction, the transaction

price generally involves a substantial bid premium. Given that the LBO is

unexpected to market participants, this implies that the return of the LBO

target is substantially higher than expected surrounding the announcement

of the LBO. The bid premium of targets has been investigated in many

studies with several different approaches. For example using a market model,

Fama-French three factor model and the Fama-French-Carhart four factor

model. What can be concluded from these studies is that the bid premium

generates cumulative abnormal returns ranging between 20-30% during a 40-

day window after controlling for these different risk factors. The goal of the

target portfolio in this study is to correctly predict as many LBO targets as

possible and thus earn a high cumulative average abnormal return over the

holding period as a consequence of capturing these bid premiums.

To calculate the abnormal return, a normal performance model is required.

According to MacKinlay (1997) there are two common ways of modelling

the normal return - the constant mean return model and the market model.

The constant model assumes that the return is constant through time. The

market model, however, instead assumes that there is a linear relationship

between the return of the market and the return of the stock. The market

model is used in this study because it is an established method that many

previous studies uses which increases comparability (e.g., Palepu, 1986 and

Powell, 2001). The MSCI Europe Total Return Gross index is used as the

proxy for the market return and is downloaded from Bloomberg. This index

is selected because that it covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted

market capitalisation across the European developed markets. The country
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weights in the index are also similar to the weights of each country in our

sample and the index is therefore assumed to be a good proxy for the market

return.

To compute the abnormal returns, the actual return for each security i during

the estimation window is regressed with the return of the MSCI Europe

Index. The estimation window of this study is set to the 200 first trading

days in 2018. The β̂ estimator from this regression is then used to predict

the normal return for each security i during 2019. This estimated return is

subtracted from the actual return which results in an abnormal return:

ARi,t = Ri,t − (αi + βiRm,t)

Where ARi,t is the abnormal return for stock i in the time period t, Ri,t is the

actual return for stock i in the time period t and αi +βiRm,t is the predicted

(expected) return for stock i. The abnormal return for each trading day in

the holding period is summed into a cumulative abnormal return:

CARi(t1, t2) =

t2∑
t=t1

ARi,t

Where CARi(t1, t2) is the cumulative abnormal return for stock i in time t1

to time t2. The cumulative abnormal return for each firm is then summed to

arrive at the cumulative average abnormal return for the entire portfolio:

CAR(t1, t2) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

CARi(t1, t2)

Where CAR(t1, t2) is the average cumulative abnormal return for the port-

folio from time t1 to time t2 and CARi(t1, t2) is the cumulative abnormal
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return of for stock i from time t1 to time t2.

Given that the abnormal returns are computed in excess of normal returns,

they are expected to be zero. To test the null hypothesis that the cumulative

average abnormal return is zero, the sample variance measure of σ2
εi

from

the market model regression is estimated (MacKinlay, 1997). The sample

variance is derived from the residual variance of each stock’s return regressed

on the market return. The variance of CARi(t1, t2) is a factor of each firm’s

residual variance aggregated through time:

var(CAR(t1, t2)) =
1

N2

N∑
i=1

σ2
εi

(t1, t2)

The cumulative average abnormal return and its variance is used to form the

test statistic:

θ1 =
CAR(t1, t2)

var(CAR(t1, t2))
1
2

∼ N (0, 1)

A significant cumulative average abnormal return for the portfolio gives sup-

port to a high predictive power of the acquisition model by implying that

the model’s ability to discriminate between future targets and non-targets is

superior to the stock market’s.
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4 Results

This part is divided into four sections. Section 4.1 presents descriptive statis-

tics of the sample firms and discusses differences in mean values of indepen-

dent variables between targets and non-targets. Section 4.2 presents the

output from our logistic regression analysis. First, a logit model with the full

sample of targets and non-targets is presented. It is then compared with the

logit model estimates of the matched sample. Section 4.3 presents the cumu-

lative abnormal return of the target firms in the estimation sample during

the event window surrounding the takeover announcement. This is done to

illustrate why a takeover prediction investment strategy has the potential to

be highly profitable. Section 4.4 presents the results from the out-of-sample

prediction of target firms in 2019. The rate of correctly classified firms and

the return of the portfolios is presented to analyse the predictive power of

our model.

4.1 Descriptive statistics

Since many accounting items are related to each other by construction, the

correlation coefficients of the independent variables are computed to assess

the risk of multicollinearity in the regression models. Table 5 shows the Pear-

son correlation matrix for the independent variables. It is evident that most

variables are weakly correlated. The highest correlation coefficient taking

on the value 0.43 is the one for Q and M/B. The covariation of these two

variables occurs because they have similar constituents. Whilst Q consists

of market-to-book assets, M/B consists of market-to-book equity. For firms

with low leverage, these two variables therefore take on similar values.
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Table 5: Pearson correlation matrix of independent variables for both targets and non-targets (N=2759). 1 indicates a perfect
linear relationship and -1 indicates a perfect negative linear relationship. Size is market Capitalisation, FCF (Free Cash Flow)
is (Operating income before depreciation - income taxes - interest and related expense - common and preferred dividends)/Total
sales, CASH is (Cash and short term investments/Total Assets), GROWTH is one year sales growth (Total Sales/Total Sales
t-1)-1, Q is (Long Term Debt+Market Capitalisation)/Total Assets, CAPX is Capital Expenditures/Total Sales, TAX is
average Income Taxes/Total sales over two years, LEV (Leverage) is Long term debt/Total Assets, M/B (Market to Book) is
Market Capitalisation/Total Common Equity, PU (Perceived Undervaluation) is increase in Market Capitalisation from FY-2
to FY-1, TURN is daily turnover volume over the past 12-month period divided by shares outstanding, R&D (Research &
development) is Research and development expense/Total Sales. All accounting items are taken from the Fiscal year preceding
the announcement.

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
(1)Size 1.00
(2)FCF 0.16* 1.00
(3)CASH 0.02 -0.07* 1.00
(4)GROWTH 0.10* 0.10* 0.04* 1.00
(5)Q 0.35* 0.06* 0.34* 0.20* 1.00
(6)CAPX 0.12* 0.01 -0.06* 0.07* -0.01 1.00
(7)TAX 0.22* 0.14* 0.06* 0.01 0.18* 0.01 1.00
(8)LEV 0.23* 0.07* -0.27* 0.03 -0.07* 0.26* 0.03 1.00
(9)M/B 0.18* 0.03 0.13* 0.09* 0.43* 0.00 0.09* -0.01 1.00
(10)PU 0.16* 0.11* 0.09* 0.20* 0.29* 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.16* 1.00
(11)TURN 0.26* -0.04* 0.00 0.05* 0.04* 0.01 -0.02 0.09* 0.03 0.06* 1.00
(12)R&D 0.05* -0.19* 0.33* 0.06* 0.25* -0.01* -0.19* -0.12* 0.09* 0.01 0.04* 1.00

* significant at the 5%-level
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It is important to note that there will always be a natural level of correlation

between variables formulated from accounting data. For example, tax ex-

penses are a function of the firm’s taxable income which is based on earnings

before taxes. Since FCF is based on operating income less taxes and interest

expenses, some correlation between FCF and TAX is expected. Similarly, a

firm’s internally generated funds reduce its need to take on additional debt.

Thus, a negative correlation between CASH and LEV is expected as well.

The correlation coefficients suggest that there is no risk of introducing mul-

ticollinearity to the regression models. To investigate this further, the vari-

ance inflation factor for each variable and each regression model is calculated.

There can be a problem in estimating the coefficients in a regression if the

variance inflation factors are higher than 10 (Wooldridge, 2012, p. 98). Our

tests show variance inflation factors ranging between 1.01-1.72, which is con-

sidered low and satisfactory. This implies that it is possible to formulate

regression models including all independent variables at once, without hav-

ing a risk of an estimation error for the beta-coefficients. It is, however,

still of interest to assess how the regression models are affected by excluding

one of the variables. In the logit model estimation presented in Section 4.2,

alternative versions of functional relationships are therefore investigated.

Table 6 displays the mean values of the independent variables for targets

and non-targets, respectively. The t-statistic indicates whether the difference

between mean values for targets and non-targets is statistically different from

zero.
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Table 6: Mean values of independent variables in target sample and non-target sample
respectively. The t-statistic expresses significance for a two-sided test for differences in
mean values between samples. Market Capitalisation is measured in millions of EURO,
Free cash flow to sales is (Operating income before depreciation - income taxes - interest
and related expense - common and preferred dividends)/Total sales, Cash to total assets is
(Cash and short term investments/Total Assets), 1-year sales growth is (Total Sales/Total
Sales t-1)-1, Q-ratio is (Long Term Debt+Market Capitalisation)/Total Assets, CAPEX
to sales is Capital Expenditures/Total Sales, Tax to sales is average Income Taxes/Total
sales over two years, Leverage is Long term debt/Total Assets, Market-to-book is Mar-
ket Capitalisation/Total Common Equity, Perceived undervaluation is increase in Market
Capitalisation during year t-1, Turnover ratio is daily turnover volume over the past 12-
month period divided by shares outstanding, R&D (Research & development) to sales is
Research and development expense/Total Sales.

Variable
µ targets µ non-targets

t-stat
(N = 294) (N = 2465)

Size Hypothesis

Market Capitalisation (mEUR) 684.1 967.2 1.08

Free Cash Flow Hypothesis

Free cash flow to sales 0.07 0.03 -2.17**
Cash to total assets 0.11 0.13 1.45
1-year sales growth 0.11 0.13 0.82
Q-ratio 1.02 1.17 2.25**
CAPEX to sales 0.07 0.06 -1.26

Tax Hypothesis
Tax to sales 0.02 0.01 -2.26**
Leverage 0.16 0.14 -2.55**

Undervaluation Hypothesis
Market-to-book 2.36 2.53 0.50
Perceived undervaluation 1.20 1.16 -0.93

Financial Visibility Hypothesis
Turnover ratio 0.57 0.50 -1.77*
R&D to sales 0.02 0.02 0.30

***, **, *, significant at the 1%, 5% and 10%-level respectively
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There is a large difference in size between targets and non-targets in the

sample. The average market capitalisation is 684.1 million Euro for targets

and 967.2 million Euro for non-targets. This size range represent the average

mid-cap firm on European stock exchanges. There is a higher variation with

respect to size in the non-target sample which explains this large difference. A

few firms have a market capitalisation above 50 billion Euro which influences

the sample mean. For this reason, the difference in mean size between targets

and non-targets is not statistically significant.

Target firms display higher levels of free cash flows compared to non-targets

on average. This difference is statistically different from zero, suggesting

that there might be some merit behind the free cash flow hypothesis which

states that substantial free cash flows increases the likelihood of becoming an

LBO target. This is logical based on how a leverage buyout works, where a

considerable amount of debt is used to purchase the target. If the company

do not generate any operating cash flows, it cannot pay the sizeable interest

payments. Using the same reasoning, it is hypothesised that LBO targets

should have a larger level of cash on their balance sheet. The sample means

do not support this claim. The one-year sales growth is 11% for targets

and 13% for non-targets. The lower sales growth of targets suggests that

targets have lower growth, but the difference is not large in economic terms.

The Q-ratio is 1.02 for targets and 1.17 for non-targets and the means are

statistically different from each other. The variable is calculated as the firm’s

enterprise value deflated by its book value of assets. We argue that the ratio is

increasing in accordance with the firm’s growth opportunities. It is therefore

expected that targets display significantly lower Q-ratios compared to non-

targets. Capex to sales are 0.07 for targets and 0.06 for non-targets. The

purpose of this variable is to measure the propensity of mangers to waste

company resources on negative NPV projects. We argue that firm’s that

display this behaviour should have relatively high capital expenditures in

relation to sales. Therefore, it is expected to see a higher level of capital
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expenditure for targets. This difference is however small in economic terms

and cannot be proven statistically significant.

Tax expenses to sales is 0.02 for targets and 0.01 for non-targets and the

difference is statistically significant on the 5%-level. This is in line with

the expectation that LBO targets can gain higher tax benefits from going

private. The rationale is that firms that pay more in taxes may benefit

more from the tax shield created by increased debt. This, however, relies on

the assumption that the firm has a positive free cash flow and could add on

additional leverage. The mean leverage ratio for targets is 0.16 and the mean

value for non-targets is 0.14. The difference is statistically significant on the

5%-level. A firm with a low ratio has a higher possibility of increasing its debt

levels. Hence, it is expected that targets have lower leverage than non-targets

but the opposite is observed. We argue that this might be because a firm’s

potential to lever up is constrained by its business model and risk exposures,

and thus it might be that targets are those firms that have business models

compatible with high leverage.

The target sample displays a lower mean market-to-book ratio than the non-

targets. As this ratio is assumed to be lower for undervalued firms, this is

in line with the expectation that target firms are undervalued on average.

Despite the difference between means being large in economic terms, it is not

statistically significant. Perceived undervaluation is measured as the gross

change in market value of equity during the year preceding the LBO. The firm

is perceived to be undervalued if the market value of equity has decreased.

Targets are expected to have a lower perceived undervaluation, which is not

the case.

In the sample, target firms have significantly higher levels of turnover ratios

on average, which is not in line with the expectation. Since the financial

visibility is assumed to be higher for firms with high stock trading turnover

one would expect to see a relatively higher turnover ratio for non-targets.
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R&D is another measure of financial visibility. The mean values of R&D

expenses for targets and non-targets respectively are approximately equal.

Thus, the analysis of mean values does not give any indication that there

would be any discriminant difference between targets and non-targets with

respect to this variable.

Overall, the descriptive statistics are similar to those in previous studies

conducted with US and UK firms. It has been concluded that targets are

significantly smaller than non-targets in previous research. This is indicated

in our sample also, although the difference is not statistically significant.

Billett, Jiang, and Lie (2010) finds that US LBO targets have a significantly

higher free cash flow ratio in comparison to non-targets. Weir, Laing, and

Wright (2005a) finds a similar relationship in respect to the Q-ratio for UK

firms, where the ratio is significantly higher for non-targets. Both these

findings are also indicated in our sample of European firms. Since our sample

is similar to those in previous studies, it is likely that the hypotheses derived

from US and UK data also hold true in the sample of this study.

4.2 Logit model estimates

To investigate the determinants of LBO likelihood, logistic regression analysis

is performed. This analysis is done using two different samples. The first

sample consists of all targets and non-targets, where the fiscal years for non-

targets are chosen randomly. The second sample is chosen so that each target

is matched with one non-target based on LBO year, industry, and size. The

matching procedure is implemented to make the analysis of targets and non-

targets less affected by endogenous factors and to assess whether estimation

is robust for different sampling procedures.
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4.2.1 Full sample logit model

Table 7 shows the logit estimates for the full sample of targets and non-

targets. Four different models are formed. In model 1, Q is excluded given

its high correlation with M/B whereas model 2 incorporates Q. Model 3

controls for the proposed size effect on LBO likelihood and model 4 controls

for both size and industry disturbance.

FCF , CASH, GROWTH, Q and CAPX are derived from the free cash flow

hypothesis. The coefficient on FCF is positive and significant throughout

all models 1-4, which is in line with the expectation that firms with high

free cash flows are more likely to become LBO targets. The coefficient on

CASH is negative but insignificant in all models. It is hypothesised that

LBO targets have a higher amount of cash on their balance sheet. This

expectation is not confirmed in the logit analysis. GROWTH measures sales

growth during the year preceding the LBO. The coefficient on GROWTH is

negative but insignificant in all models. The coefficient on Q is negative and

highly significant throughout model 2-4, which is in line with the expectation

that LBO targets have fewer profitable growth prospects. Both GROWTH

and Q measure growth. The difference is that the former is a historical

growth measure whereas the latter is a measure of expected future growth.

TAX and LEV are derived from the tax hypothesis. This hypothesis pre-

dicts that firms that could benefit from a debt tax shield are more likely

to become LBO targets. The coefficient on TAX is positive and significant

throughout model 1-4, which is in line with the expectation. The coefficient

on LEV is positive and only significant in model 1-2 on the 10%-level. The

significance disappears after controlling for size and industry disturbance. It

is well established in literature that the size of a firm affects the leverage

ratio.
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Table 7: Logistic regression analysis of LBO likelihood for the full sample. SIZE is
ln(market capitalisation) , FCF is (Operating income before depreciation - income taxes
- interest expense - common and preferred dividends)/Total sales, CASH is (Cash and
short term investments/Total Assets), GROWTH is 1-year sales growth, Q is (Long Term
Debt+Market Capitalisation)/Total Assets, CAPX is Capital Expenditures/Total Sales,
TAX is average Income Taxes/Total sales over two years, LEV is Long term debt/Total
Assets, M/B is Market Capitalisation/Total Common Equity, PU is gross change in
market cap during year t − 1, TURN is daily turnover volume over the past 12-month
period divided by shares outstanding, R&D is Research and development expense/Total
Sales. Test statistic in parenthesis.

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

IDUMMY 0.341
(2.21)**

SIZE 0.028 0.037
(0.76) (1.01)

FCF 0.894 1.085 1.019 0.944
(2.19)** (2.52)** (2.33)** (2.16)**

CASH -0.665 -0.249 -0.219 -0.253
(-1.18) (-0.44) (-0.38) (-0.44)

GROWTH -0.274 -0.197 -0.194 -0.203
(-1.37) (-1.00) (-0.98) (-1.03)

Q -0.277 -0.295 -0.305
(-3.07)*** (-3.13)*** (-3.22)***

CAPX 0.123 0.029 0.027 0.051
(0.24) (0.06) (0.05) (0.10)

TAX 3.771 5.040 4.782 4.524
(2.16)** (2.79)*** (2.60)*** (2.48)**

LEV 0.720 0.779 0.709 0.712
(1.65)* (1.77)* (1.57) (1.58)

M/B -0.009 0.007 0.006 0.006
(-0.74) (0.47) (0.45) (0.41)

PU 0.090 0.151 0.150 0.144
(1.04) (1.74)* (1.71)* (1.64)

TURN 0.155 0.156 0.136 0.130
(1.70)* (1.73)* (1.42) (1.36)

R&D 1.334 2.116 2.071 1.688
(1.15) (1.79)* (1.75)* (1.41)

Constant -2.436 -2.354 -2.819 -3.023
(-15.36)*** (-14.67)*** (-4.43)*** (-4.69)***

Target 294 294 294 294
Non-targets 2465 2465 2465 2465
N 2759 2759 2759 2759
LR χ2 24.34*** 35.38*** 35.95*** 40.63***
Pseudo R2 0.013 0.019 0.019 0.022

***, **, *, significant at the 1%, 5% and 10%-level respectively
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Larger firms can have higher debt levels and still pay the sizeable interest

payments without increasing the probability of financial distress. It is ex-

pected that firms with low leverage are more likely to become LBO targets

since the possibility to take on additional debt is higher in these firms. This

would indicate a negative relationship between leverage and LBO likelihood,

which is the opposite of what is observed. One possible explanation for this

is that the capital structure of firms differs because of their business model

and risk exposures. For this reasons, certain firms may not be able to take

on additional debt despite a low leverage. This would imply that firms with

high existing leverage are those with business models that are compatible

with high levels of debt financing. Since debt financing is the essence of

leverage buyouts, it may be that firms with beneficial capital structures are

more attractive as LBO targets.

M/B and PU are derived from the undervaluation hypothesis which predicts

that undervalued firms are more likely to become LBO targets. M/B mea-

sures the ratio of market value of equity to book value of equity. This ratio is

increasing in the firm’s relative valuation and it is expected that firms with

a low M/B-ratio are more attractive as LBO targets. Since the coefficient

on M/B is indistinguishable from zero in all models, no such relationship is

confirmed. PU measures the gross change in market value of equity during

the fiscal year preceding the LBO year. The coefficient on PU is positive

and significant on the 10%-level in model 2-3. As it is hypothesised that

firms with a low perceived valuation are more attractive as LBO targets, this

result is not in line with expectation.

TURN and R&D are derived from the financial visibility hypothesis, which

predicts that LBO targets are unable to attain a critical mass of financial

visibility during their time as public firms. TURN measures the level of

trading volume of the firm’s stock and is expected to have a negative re-

lationship with LBO likelihood. The coefficient on TURN is positive and
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significant on the 10%-level in model 1-2. R&D measures the firm’s research

and development expenses and is predicted to be positively related to LBO

likelihood. The coefficient on R&D is positive and significant in model 2-3,

which is in line with expectation. The coefficient on SIZE is insignificant

and thus it cannot be supported that firm size impacts the LBO decision.

The significantly positive coefficient on IDUMMY confirms the expectation

that LBOs are clustered by year and industry.

Overall, the logit analysis of the full sample gives support to both the free

cash flow hypothesis and the tax hypothesis. First, firms with high cash

flows and low growth prospects are more likely to become LBO targets. This

finding is in line with the free cash flow hypothesis proposed by Jensen (1986)

and similar to findings from Lehn and Poulsen (1989) and Opler and Titman

(1993). Second, firms with high tax expenses are more likely to become

LBO targets. This gives support to the tax hypothesis and the findings

of Kieschnick (1998) and Kaplan and Stromberg (2009). Less supporting

evidence is found for the undervaluation hypothesis and the financial visibility

hypothesis.

The LR-statistic is highly significant for all models 1-4, but the goodness-

of-fit measure Pseudo R2 is low. The latter implies that the model explain

only a small fraction of the variation in the dependent variable. A possible

explanation for this low Pseudo R2 is the low proportion of targets to non-

targets. Powell (2004) argues that this type of sampling gives rise to lower

R2 in comparison to a matched sample.

4.2.2 Matched sample logit model

An alternated form of the logistic regression is implemented using a matched

sample. This sample consists of our 294 targets as well as 294 non-targets.

The targets are matched with a non-target based on LBO year, industry, and

size. The matching procedure is performed for two reasons. First, it allows
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to control for endogenous factors such as size, year, and industry. Second, it

allows to check the logit models’ robustness to different sample procedures.

To circumvent the bias of estimators that may occur when a choice-based

sample is used in logit analysis, a conditional logistic model is applied in ad-

dition to the regular logit. In the conditional logit, observations are grouped

in pairs. By testing for this grouping we can validate the estimators and

their significance in an attempt to improve the regular logit model. The

logit and conditional logit results using the matched sample are displayed in

Table 8. Model 1 excludes Q given its correlation with M/B whereas Model

2 incorporates Q. Size and industry are indirectly controlled for given the

matching procedure and so we do not include variables representing these

factors in the model.

The coefficient on FCF is positive and highly significant in both the logit

and conditional logit, which is in line with the expectation as well as the

results from the full sample of firms. The coefficient on CASH is negative but

insignificant. The coefficient on GROWTH is positive but insignificant. The

coefficient on Q is negative and significant in both the logit and conditional

logit model. This is in line with the findings from the full sample and gives

further support to the free cash flow hypothesis.

The coefficient on TAX is negative in the logit model and positive in the

conditional logit model. However, it is statistically indistinguishable from

zero in both models. The coefficient on LEV is positive and only significant

on the 10%-level in model 1 of the conditional regression.

The coefficient on M/B and PU are both indistinguishable from zero. The

coefficient on TURN is positive and significant on the 10%-level in the condi-

tional model. The positive sign of the estimator is contradictory with respect

to the financial visibility hypothesis but in line with the findings from the

full sample model. The coefficient on R&D is positive and significant in all

models and stands out due to its size.
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Table 8: Logistic regression and conditional logistic regression analysis of LBO likeli-
hood for the one-to-one matched sample where targets and non-targets are matched on
year, industry and size. FCF is (Operating income before depreciation - income taxes -
interest expense - common and preferred dividends)/Total sales, CASH (Cash and short
term investments/Total Assets), GROWTH is 1-year sales growth, Q is (Long Term
Debt+Market Capitalisation)/Total Assets, CAPX is Capital Expenditures/Total Sales,
TAX is average Income Taxes/Total sales over two years, LEV is Long term debt/Total
Assets, M/B is Market Capitalisation/Total Common Equity, PU is gross change in mar-
ket cap during year t− 1, TURN is daily turnover volume over the past 12-month period
divided by shares outstanding, R&D is Research and development expense/Total Sales.
Test statistic in parenthesis.

Logit Conditional Logit

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2

FCF 1.432 1.545 1.675 1.776
(2.49)** (2.66)*** (2.63)*** (2.74)***

CASH -0.445 -0.166 -0.370 -0.074
(-0.60) (-0.22) (-0.46) (-0.09)

GROWTH 0.135 0.154 0.153 0.165
(0.42) (0.48) (0.44) (0.47)

Q -0.255 -0.262
(-2.02)** (-1.97)**

CAPX -0.115 -0.069 0.074 0.299
(-0.16) (-0.10) (0.10) (0.38)

TAX -1.331 -0.364 0.260 0.904
(-0.55) (-0.15) (0.10) (0.34)

LEV 0.837 0.811 1.093 0.982
(1.34) (1.30) (1.66)* (1.49)

M/B -0.023 0.001 -0.024 0.001
(-0.98) (0.03) (-1.01) (0.03)

PU 0.016 0.061 0.038 0.067
(0.12) (0.42) (0.25) (0.43)

TURN 0.228 0.228 0.289 0.294
(1.63) (1.63) (1.79)* (1.81)*

R&D 3.679 4.433 3.860 4.591
(1.97)** (2.29)** (1.93)* (2.18)**

Constant -0.280 -0.190
(-1.20) (-0.80)

Target 294 294 294 294
Non-targets 294 294 294 294
N 588 588 588 588
LR χ2 15.71 20.09** 18.20* 22.39**
Pseudo R2 0.019 0.025 0.045 0.055

***, **, *, significant at the 1%, 5% and 10%-level respectively
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The size of the R&D estimator may be explained by the fact that many firms

do not have any research and development expenses reported in the income

statement. In this case, the value of R&D is zero. As the sample is decreased

these zero-values will have a substantial impact on the parameter estimation.

Overall, the estimators in the matched sample are to a large extent consistent

with the estimators from the full sample. This implies that the findings

are robust to different sampling procedures. The free cash flow hypothesis

is given further support since the findings confirm that LBO targets have

higher free cash flows and lower growth opportunities. However, the tax

hypothesis is not supported in the matched-sample models. Neither is the

undervaluation hypothesis. The significantly positive R&D estimator gives

some support for the financial visibility hypothesis. The absolute values of

test statistics for the coefficient estimators are lower in general, which is a

consequence of the lowered sample size. The Pseudo R2 from the conditional

logit is higher in comparison, suggesting that the goodness-of-fit is increased

when data is stratified.

4.3 Bid premium

This study attempts to use the logit model estimators from Section 4.2 as a

basis for a takeover prediction trading strategy that invests in firms with a

high predicted takeover likelihood. The rationale behind this strategy is to

capture the increase in the target’s share price that follows from the LBO an-

nouncement. The jump is explained by the fact that the acquirer must pay a

substantial bid premium to take control of the firm. Thus, the idea behind the

target portfolio is solely based on the existence of such bid premiums. Sev-

eral previous studies have proven the existence of bid premiums surrounding

LBO announcements (e.g., Lehn and Poulsen, 1989; DeAngelo, DeAngelo,

and Rice, 1984 and Andres, Betzer, and Hoffmann, 2004). These findings

are robust to different measures of expected return such as the Fama-French
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three-factor model or the Carhart four-factor model. To give further strength

to the claim that LBOs are performed with a substantial bid premium, we

measure the abnormal returns of the 294 target firms in the estimation sam-

ple during the years 2000-2018. The cumulative average abnormal return in

event time is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The figure displays the market adjusted bid premiums in our sample of LBO
targets. Cumulative average abnormal return is computed in event time [-20,20], where
day 0 is the announcement day of the LBO. The sample consists of 294 targets between
the years 2000-2018 and the market proxy is the MSCI Europe Gross Total Return Index.

The bid premium illustrates that there is a possibility to earn abnormal

returns if one can accurately predict which firms are to be subject for an

LBO. The average abnormal return associated with the announcement day

is 11.3% percent and the corresponding significant t-statistic is 9.51. The cu-

mulative abnormal return over the event window [-20,20] is 15.8% and highly
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significant (t-statistic = 13.54), with most of the abnormal return stemming

from the bid premium captured at the announcement day. There is also an

observable increase in the cumulative average abnormal return in the days

leading up to the announcement day [-20,1], suggesting that LBO-rumours

tend to spread amongst market participants before the official announcement

is made. The observed bid premiums are similar to those found in previous

studies. Lehn and Poulsen (1989) finds a significant cumulative average ab-

normal return of 20.5% when using the same length of the event window with

US data. Andres, Betzer, and Hoffmann (2004) finds a significant average

abnormal return of 13.8% on the announcement day, and a return of 21.9%

during a event window of [-15,15] using European data.

4.4 Predictive tests

In Section 4.2, the relationship between firm characteristics and LBO like-

lihood is analysed using logistic regression analysis. In this section, we use

these estimators to construct a takeover prediction trading strategy. In par-

ticular, the estimators from Model 4 in Table 7 are used to compute the

predicted LBO probability for a sample of 2 784 European firms in the year

2019. Out of these firms, 22 are actual LBO targets. The goal of this strategy

is to correctly classify as many targets as possible and to construct a portfo-

lio that earns abnormal returns because of capturing the bid premiums from

the LBO announcement. The prediction process is conducted in two steps.

First, we compute the optimal cutoff probability which is used to classify

firms as either predicted targets or predicted non-targets. Second, we form

a portfolio based on the prediction and compute its return in excess of the

market return. An important distinction is made between the estimation

sample and the hold-out sample. The estimation sample consists of the firms

in the years 2000-2018 that were used to compute the logit model estimators.

This estimation sample is also used to compute the optimal cutoff probabil-

ity. The hold-out sample consists of firms in 2019 and are used to form the
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portfolio. These firms are classified as targets if their predicted probability

exceeds the optimal cutoff probability.

4.4.1 Optimal cutoff probability

The optimal cutoff probability is computed in line with methods presented

in Palepu (1986). We construct two predicted probability distributions, one

for targets and one for non-targets. The optimal cutoff probability is found

where the two distributions intersect. For each firm in our estimation sample,

we compute the predicted LBO probability:

P ( ̂yi = 1|xi) =
eβ̂0+β̂

′xi

1 + eβ̂0+β̂′xi

Where β̂0 and β̂ are the estimators from logit model 4 in Table 7 and xi

are the values of the independent variables for each firm in the estimation

sample:

β̂ =



0.341

0.037

0.944

−0.253

−0.203

−0.305

0.051

4.524

0.712

0.006

0.144

0.130

1.688



,xi =



IDUMMYi

SIZEi

FCFi

CASHi

GROWTHi

Qi

CAPXi

TAXi

LEVi

M/Bi

PUi

TURNi

R&Di
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Each firm in the estimation sample is assigned a predicted LBO probability

between zero and one. Two approximated probability distributions are con-

structed based on these probabilities, one for actual targets and one for actual

non-targets. Almost no firms have a predicted LBO probability higher than

30%. This value is used as an upper bound for the probability distribution.

The probability 0-30% is then divided into ten mid-values which represent

a range of 3% so that the distribution runs from 0-30% with ten steps in

between. The mid-value of each step is used as the bin value. For each bin

value we compute the percentage of firms that lie in between this interval.

This is done for both targets and non-targets, and the resulting values are

presented in Table 9.

Table 9: The estimated acquisition probability for the targets and non-targets. The
predicted probabilities are calculated for each firm in the estimation sample, consisting of
targets and non-targets between 2000-2018. The range describes the different probability
levels, f1(p) and f2(p) are the cumulative density function for targets and non-targets,
respectively.

Estimated
Targets Non-targetsacquisition probability

Range
Mid-value

p Number
Percent
f1(p) Number

Percent
f2(p)

0.00-0.03 0.015 1 0.3% 41 1.7%

0.03-0.06 0.045 2 0.7 150 6.1
0.06-0.09 0.075 45 15.3 618 25.1
0.09-0.12 0.105 129 43.9 995 40.4
0.12-0.15 0.135 76 25.9 439 17.8
0.15-0.18 0.165 25 8.5 139 5.6
0.18-0.21 0.195 8 2.7 40 1.6
0.21-0.24 0.225 6 2.0 21 0.9
0.24-0.27 0.255 0 0.0 12 0.5
0.27-0.30 0.285 1 0.3 5 0.2
> 0.30 − 1 0.3 5 0.2

Total 294 100 2465 100

Table 9 shows the percentage of targets and non-targets that are assigned

predicted acquisition probabilities within each range. This results in two
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approximated probabilitiy distributions. The empirical density function of

the distribution of acquisition probability for targets (f1(p)) and non-targets

(f2(p)) are plotted against the mid-value p in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The empirical probability density function of acquisition probability for targets
and non-targets in the estimation sample. The optimal cutoff probability is 9.60%, which
is indicated by the dashed line were the two distributions intersect.

The black line is the density function for targets and the dashed line is the

density function for non-targets. The optimal cutoff probability is 9.60%,

as indicated by the intersection of the two distributions. At this point, the

marginal probability of predicted acquisition probability for targets and non-

targets are equal (Palepu, 1986). By choosing this value as the cutoff prob-

ability, we maximise the expected payoff of the investment strategy.
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When looking at Figure 6 one can observe that the distributions almost

entirely overlap. This implies that the model does not discriminate between

targets and non-targets to a large extent. However, one meaningful difference

is that the function for non-targets is more skewed to the left, and the function

for targets is more skewed to the right. This indicates that there are relatively

more firms with a low estimated acquisition probability in the non-target

sample and relatively more firms with a high estimated probability in the

target sample. However, the difference is small.

4.4.2 Portfolio abnormal return

To construct the target portfolio, the predicted probabilities for the firms

in the hold-out sample are computed. This is done in a similar fashion as

described in Section 4.4.1. Again, the estimators from logit model 4 in Table

7 are used, but this time the predicted probabilities are computed for the

hold-out sample in 2019. All firms with a predicted LBO probability above

the optimal cutoff of 9.60% are classified as predicted targets whilst all firms

with a lower predicted probability are classified as predicted non-targets.

Table 10 displays the cumulative average abnormal return of these portfolios

in intervals of 10 days. The predicted targets are displayed to the left and

the predicted non-targets are displayed to the right. The model predicts

1697 firms to be targets, out of which 16 are actual targets. Furthermore,

the model predicts 1087 firms to be non-targets, out of which 6 are actual

targets.

The model classifies 16 of 22 targets correctly, which implies a success rate of

73%. This might seem like an impressive number, but the model also has a

large type 2 error. It falsely classifies 61% of non-targets as targets. Due to

the different proportion between targets and non-targets, these numbers are

not satisfactory. The model classifies 1081 non-targets correctly, and falsely

predicts 6 actual targets as non-targets.
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Table 10: Average daily cumulative abnormal return during the holding period of 250
trading days (1 year) beginning January 1, 2019. The left panel shows the target portfolio
of 1697 predicted target firms, 16 of which became actual targets. The right panel shows
the non-target portfolio of 1087 firms, of which 6 were actual targets.

Day

Predicted Targets Predicted non-targets

All firms
(1697)

CAR(%)

Actual targets
(16)

CAR(%)

All firms
(1087)

CAR(%)

Actual targets
(6)

CAR(%)
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.02
20 0.03 -0.02 0.03 0.04
30 0.02 -0.03 0.03 0.01
40 0.03 -0.03 0.03 0.05
50 0.02 -0.03 0.03 0.02
60 0.01 -0.02 0.02 0.05
70 0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.07
80 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.06
90 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.06
100 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.06
110 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.07
120 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.11
130 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.07
140 0.03 0.14 0.02 0.08
150 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.08
160 0.03 0.18 0.01 0.09
170 0.02 0.15 0.00 0.09
180 0.02 0.15 -0.01 0.07
190 0.02 0.13 -0.01 0.09
200 0.01 0.05 -0.02 0.14
210 0.02 0.15 -0.02 0.16
220 0.02 0.14 -0.02 0.16
230 0.03 0.16 -0.01 0.16
240 0.04 0.16 0.00 0.19
250 0.04b 0.15a 0.00b 0.17a

a Significant at the 5 % level
b Not significant at the 5 % level
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The cumulative average abnormal return for the target portfolio is 4% during

the year of 2019. However, it is statistically indistinguishable from zero. This

is explained by the large number of firms included in the target portfolio. The

large type 2 error implies that the target portfolio consists of more than 60%

of all firms in the hold-out sample. Such a portfolio is unlikely to generate any

return in excess of the market. Meanwhile, the targets that were classified

correctly yield an impressive significant cumulative average abnormal return

of 15% over the holding period. Thus, would the model increase its predictive

ability, the return could be increased drastically. It is evident that most LBO

announcements occurred in the middle of year 2019. This can be seen when

studying the cumulative return of actual targets over time. The return series

starts out negative and after 100 days, the cumulative return is only 1%.

After 110 days a large jump is observed in the cumulative return. After this

jump a high level of cumulative return is observed throughout the rest of the

year, ending up at 15% in total.

The predicted non-target portfolio yields a cumulative average abnormal re-

turn of 0%, which is in line with expectation. The return for the two port-

folios, predicted targets and predicted non-targets, are both low and similar.

What can be concluded from this is that the prediction model is not bet-

ter than the market to classify targets correctly in advance. Stock returns

from the large number of incorrectly classified firms dilutes the bid premi-

ums from those firms that eventually became acquired to the point that no

return is earned in excess of the market return. This also implies that the

logit model’s ability to discriminate between targets and non-targets out of

sample is weak.
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5 Discussion

This paper investigates why certain European firms become LBO targets,

whilst others remain public. This is done by analysing what firm character-

istics act as determinants of the LBO likelihood for a sample of 294 European

LBO targets. The analysis is carried out using logistic regression analysis to

contrast target and non-target firms using accounting and market data. This

way, we investigate the validity of four theoretical models: the free cash flow

hypothesis, the tax hypothesis, the undervaluation hypothesis, and the finan-

cial visibility hypothesis. While some studies have investigated this before

and found high prediction rates, few have empirically tested their ability to

beat the market. To deepen this analysis, an out-of-sample prediction is

made using European firms in 2019. An investment strategy is formed based

on the firms’ predicted LBO likelihood to test whether the estimated model

provides predictions which are superior to the stock market’s prediction.

Robust evidence is given to the claim that firms with high free cash flows are

more likely to become LBO targets. This is in line with the thoughts that

firms with excess resources can be restructured to achieve more efficiency.

It is also a logical consequence of how a leverage buyout works, where a

considerable amount of debt is used to purchase the target. If the company

does not generate any operating cash flows, it cannot pay the sizeable interest

payments. Furthermore, the free cash flow variable is highly related to the

firm’s profit margin, given that it is deflated by sales. Thus, the finding can

also be interpreted such that acquirers are mainly interested in profitable

firms. This is a fact that distinguishes LBOs from other types of M&A

deals. Mergers and vertical or horizontal integration can be motivated by

the synergies that might be released when acquiring another firm. Such

aspects are of less interest in the LBO situation. Instead, the focus lies in

the target’s own cash generating engine and its ability to cover future interest

payments.
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Robust evidence is also given to the claim that firms with low growth prospects

are more likely to become takeover targets. These growth prospects are mea-

sured by the Q-ratio. This is in line with the thoughts that firms with few

potential positive NPV-projects should distribute wealth to their financiers

so that the funds can be reinvested elsewhere. In the LBO context, this is

achieved by increasing the amount of interest payments to debt holders by

means of higher leverage. When a firm’s Q is low, the main part of its value is

derived from assets in place and current cash flow generation. This is strongly

connected to the free cash flow aspect of LBOs, namely that one cannot buy

a company with borrowed funds without sufficient interest coverage. Thus,

a firm that has a high value because of its future growth prospects is not a

suitable LBO candidate. Furthermore, a low Q enables the LBO raider to

sell of business units or individual assets directly after the acquisition instead

of waiting to realise a potentially higher future value. This is also a conse-

quence of Q being related to undervaluation, which is inferred by its high

correlation with market-to-book equity. If the raider believes that the true

value of independent assets is higher than the stock market’s assessment, she

has a strong case for pursuing with the acquisition and selling of the business

in parts.

The tax hypothesis claims that firms with high potential tax benefits are more

suitable LBO candidates. In the sample, targets pay more taxes than non-

targets. They are therefore assumed to have a larger incentive of increasing

debt levels to gain a tax shield. Some LBOs are even solely motivated by

tax generated cash flows. In the logistic regression analysis, the relationship

between taxes and LBO likelihood is not robust when letting the sampling

procedure control for size and industry factors. One possible explanation for

this is that the matching does not consider the country of a firm. It might

be that differences between domestic tax rates impacts the tax variable in

the smaller sample. A prerequisite for gaining a higher debt tax shield is the

possibility to take on additional debt. For this reason, it is hypothesised that
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firms with a low leverage ratio are suitable LBO candidates. However, an

opposite relationship is observed since the leverage variable is given a positive

coefficient estimator in the logit model. One explanation for this result is

that the leverage ratio does not give the full picture of a firm’s possibility

to take on additional debt. Several characteristics make financiers reluctant

to lend money to firms despite a low leverage. Thus, even if a firm has a

low leverage it might not be able to take on additional debt. To improve

this analysis, one could look at multiple variables of a firm’s creditworthiness

simultaneously to assess its possibility to take on additional debt.

The findings show ambiguous results with respect to both the undervaluation

hypothesis and the financial visibility hypothesis. Some regression models

give significant estimators for turnover and R&D, but the coefficients are not

robust throughout different model specifications. There is a large variation

in R&D expenses between firms, since many firms do not report this item

in their income statement. When the expenses are not reported, the R&D

variable is zero. In the matched sample we observe many firms with zero

R&D expenses and a large fraction of the firms that report R&D expenses

are targets. For this reason, there is a risk that the high coefficient estimator

might be biased by data mismeasurement. Assuming the variable is correctly

specified, it suggests that firms with high R&D costs are those that have low

financial visibility and that these firms are good LBO candidates since it is

easier to convey the true value of the firm to a small group of investors.

To deepen our analysis, an out-of-sample prediction is made using the logit

model estimators. An investment strategy is formed based on the firms’

predicted LBO likelihood to test whether the estimated model provides pre-

dictions which are superior to the stock market’s prediction. According to

Palepu (1986), ”since only a small fraction of the firms are targets, predict-

ing them is like searching for a needle in a haystack”. This issue is evident

in the predictive tests of this study. First, the predicted probabilities from
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the estimation sample are low. In fact, almost no firm has a predicted LBO

probability above 30%, independent of ex-post LBO status. Furthermore,

the predicted probability distributions of targets and non-targets are almost

entirely overlapping. This is partly a result of the fraction of targets being

low. Even though relatively higher predicted probabilities are assigned to

targets, there is a fraction of the many non-target firms that are assigned

high probabilities as well. Thus, this exercise could have been improved by

instead using the matched sample to predict probabilities, since this sample

consists of equally many targets and non-targets. However, making a predic-

tion contingent on LBO status is impossible in the real world since a firm’s

future LBO status is unknown.

Despite the vague discriminant ability of the predictions, there are potential

ways that the portfolio formation could be improved to increase accuracy.

First, the number of firms in the target portfolio could be reduced by increas-

ing the cutoff probability. However, this would lead to reducing the number

of actual targets in the target portfolio as well. Given that the model does

a fairly good job in classifying targets correctly, another measure to improve

the returns would be to use a long-short strategy. Such a strategy would

take a long position in the top decile of the targets and a short position in

the bottom decile of the non-targets. This could potentially lead to a higher

return if combined with a satisfying cutoff probability. Lastly, one could

increase the number of independent variables in the logit model estimation.

Including more variables would naturally increase the explanatory power of

the model and potentially increase its ability to discriminate between targets

and non-targets. Since this study aims to test the validity of the four hy-

potheses rather than constructing a profitable investment strategy, such an

exercise lies outside the scope of this thesis.

The studied period of this study is long, and the firms originate from 17 dif-

ferent countries. There is also many variables and currencies employed. This
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is a strength of this study, since it enables a larger data set of LBO targets

than in most studies. We argue that it would not be possible to execute

this study for one single European country apart from the UK due to the

lack of observations. However, the disbursement over time and regions most

certainly have implications for the empirical findings. First, there may be

differences in domestic legislation such as taxation and banking regulations.

Such differences could be isolated by focusing on one specific country. Sec-

ond, variables such as interest rates change over time. This is particularly

addressed during times of crisis, such as during the years 2007-2008. Thus,

there are many aspects of this analysis that could be investigated individu-

ally.
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6 Conclusion

This study investigates the determinants of European leverage buyout targets

between the years 2000-2018. The analysis is carried out by means of logistic

regression models to contrast target and non-target firms using accounting

and market data.

Empirical findings show that firms with high cash flows and low growth

prospects are more likely to become LBO targets. This finding gives strong

support to the free cash flow hypothesis as proposed by Jensen (1986) and

is in line with previous studies such as Lehn and Poulsen (1989) and Opler

and Titman (1993).

Some support is also given to the tax hypothesis. The analysis shows that

tax benefits are an important motivation for the going-private decision. This

result is in line with the findings of Kieschnick (1998) and Kaplan and

Stromberg (2009). However, this finding is not robust to different sampling

procedures. When using a one-to-one matched sample of firms, no significant

relationship between tax expenses and the LBO likelihood remains.

The undervaluation hypothesis claims that undervalued firms are more likely

to become LBO targets. Our findings fail to support this claim as none of

the predicted explanatory variables market-to-book and perceived underval-

uation are found to significantly impact the LBO likelihood. These find-

ings contradict previous empirical studies such as Weir, Laing, and Wright

(2005b).

Our empirical findings yield mixed results with regards to the financial visibil-

ity hypothesis. Stock turnover is found positively related to LBO likelihood,

which contradicts the findings of Bharath and Dittmar (2010). Research and

development expenses are found to be positively related to LBO likelihood

in the majority of the computed regression models. This is in line with ex-

pectation. However, it is noted that this estimator might be biased since
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many firms do not report research and development expenses in their income

statements.

The estimated model predicts 16 of 22 LBO targets correctly in a hold-

out sample. However, a vast number of non-targets are falsely predicted as

targets. Due to these misclassifications, the investment strategy based on

LBO prediction does not yield any significant return in excess of the market.

We therefore conclude that the predictive power of our model does not beat

the market’s prediction.

These findings provide further evidence concerning determinants of LBO tar-

gets in European markets. Thus, they may be of interest for academics within

the field of public-to-private transactions. Furthermore, these findings may

also be of interest for both financial analysts and policy makers. Given that

LBOs are conducted using a substantial bid premium, the ability to predict

the intent of LBOs forms the basis for a potentially successful investment

strategy. Second, there is widespread anecdotal evidence claiming that the

wealth gains from LBOs are mainly a result of layoffs and strategies to avoid

paying corporate income taxes. Hence, it becomes of interest for financial

policy makers to understand the drivers of the LBO decision.

6.1 Further research

Several aspects of European going-private transactions are left untouched. In

further research we recommend researchers to explore mainly four different

areas. The first area concerns the cross-section of bid premiums payed to

pre-LBO shareholders. To our knowledge, no studies have investigated the

wealth effects of LBOs in a European context. Such a study could shed light

on the wealth transfers from buyouts in European markets. The second area

concerns private-to-private deals. Data availability omits our ability to in-

clude levered acquisitions of private firms in our study. If future researchers

were to obtain sufficient data on these firms there would be an extensive
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possibility to investigate questions related to ours on country level since the

number of firms could be increased. The third area would ask similar ques-

tions as this study but use data that is updated more frequently. When

using annual data, the period between the publication of financial informa-

tion and the LBO announcement date is long. This time lag most certainly

reduces the predictive power of modelling. If future researcher were to em-

ploy quarterly or monthly data, this might result in better prediction. The

fourth area concerns the trading strategy. There are several possibilities to

improve the strategy employed in this study by testing different values for

cutoff probabilities or by forming a long-short portfolio.
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A Appendix

A.1 Target Sample

Table 11: Appendix with all targets used in this study (N=294). Number, country ISO-
code, announcement date and Company Name is shown below. The table is sorted by
country and date.

# Country Date Target Name

1 BEL 2003-11-20 UBIZEN NV

2 BEL 2006-12-15 QUICK RESTAURANTS SA

3 BEL 2007-08-02 ARTWORK SYSTEMS GROUP NV

4 BEL 2011-09-02 OMEGA PHARMA NV

5 BEL 2018-09-13 2VALORISE

6 CHE 2016-02-02 KUONI REISEN AG

7 CHE 2016-09-15 LOOSER HOLDING AG

8 DEU 2004-06-17 P&I PERSONAL & INFORMATIK AG

9 DEU 2005-08-09 TDMI AG

10 DEU 2007-01-10 CCR LOGISTICS SYSTEMS AG

11 DEU 2007-02-20 VIVANCO GRUPPE AG

12 DEU 2007-02-27 MME MOVIEMENT AG

13 DEU 2007-07-12 HUGO BOSS AG

14 DEU 2007-09-04 RODER ZELTSYSTEME SERVICE

15 DEU 2007-10-31 TECHEM AG

16 DEU 2008-08-21 UTIMACO SAFEWARE AG

17 DEU 2011-08-01 HANSEYACHTS AG

18 DEU 2012-08-16 WMF AG

19 DEU 2012-10-15 DOUGLAS HOLDING AG

20 DEU 2013-12-09 SEDO HOLDING AG

21 DEU 2014-04-16 AGO AG ENERGIE & ANLAGEN

22 DEU 2014-07-28 FIRST SENSOR AG

23 DEU 2016-05-10 CLERE AG

24 DEU 2016-06-16 KUKA AG

25 DEU 2016-11-18 KAP AG

26 DEU 2016-12-21 GFK SE

27 DEU 2017-07-19 STADA ARZNEIMITTEL AG

28 DEU 2018-11-29 SKW STAHL-METALLURGIE HLDG

29 DNK 2002-03-25 VEST-WOOD A/S
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# Country Date Target Name

30 DNK 2013-09-06 ANDERSEN & MARTINI HLDG AS

31 DNK 2015-08-10 MOLS LINIEN A/S

32 DNK 2016-06-02 BOCONCEPT HOLDING

33 ESP 2005-09-12 CORTEFIEL SA

34 ESP 2007-04-11 ENDESA SA

35 ESP 2015-02-18 ACTIVIDADES CONSTR Y SERVICI

36 ESP 2016-09-12 NATURGY ENERGY GROUP SA

37 EST 2018-08-06 OLYMPIC ENTMT GROUP AS

38 FIN 2011-08-12 ALDATA SOLUTION OYJ

39 FIN 2014-06-03 ORAL HAMMASLAAKARIT

40 FIN 2016-11-03 HONKARAKENNE OYJ

41 FIN 2017-01-19 PKC GROUP OYJ

42 FIN 2018-12-07 AMER SPORTS CORP

43 FRA 2003-08-05 GRANDVISION SA

44 FRA 2004-02-13 STACI SA

45 FRA 2004-04-13 VIVARTE

46 FRA 2004-05-14 COMPAGNIE DES ALPES

47 FRA 2004-07-20 ALGECO SA

48 FRA 2004-07-27 SPORTFIVE

49 FRA 2004-11-26 EURO CARGO SERVICES

50 FRA 2005-01-21 ITS GROUP

51 FRA 2005-03-30 PARCOURS SA

52 FRA 2005-06-27 LOUVRE (STE DU)

53 FRA 2005-07-22 TAITTINGER-COMP COMMERCIALE

54 FRA 2005-08-31 ALBIOMA

55 FRA 2005-09-14 GERARD PERRIER INDUSTRIE SA

56 FRA 2005-10-20 AVERYS

57 FRA 2005-11-01 BUFFALO GRILL

58 FRA 2005-12-13 CAMAIEU SA

59 FRA 2005-12-14 OTOR SA

60 FRA 2005-12-20 SAVEURS DE FRANCE-BROSSARD

61 FRA 2006-05-12 TLD GROUP

62 FRA 2006-07-24 SOLOCAL GROUP

63 FRA 2006-10-16 TEAM PARTNERS GROUP SA

64 FRA 2006-11-30 APEM SA
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# Country Date Target Name

65 FRA 2007-02-02 PROSODIE SA

66 FRA 2007-05-24 BOURRELIER GROUP SA

67 FRA 2007-07-13 ALTI

68 FRA 2007-08-02 KAUFMAN & BROAD SA

69 FRA 2007-10-16 SERMA GROUP SA

70 FRA 2007-11-13 NORD-EST

71 FRA 2007-11-20 IDEAL MEDICAL PRODUCTS SA

72 FRA 2007-11-21 CCA INTERNATIONAL

73 FRA 2008-02-21 OSIATIS SA

74 FRA 2008-05-20 REPONSE SA

75 FRA 2009-02-04 SODIFRANCE

76 FRA 2009-04-01 AUTO ESCAPE SA

77 FRA 2010-07-22 EFESO CONSULTING SA

78 FRA 2010-08-24 E-MAIL VISION

79 FRA 2011-04-20 METROLOGIC GROUP

80 FRA 2011-09-08 DELACHAUX SA

81 FRA 2011-09-23 EFRONT

82 FRA 2011-10-26 TROC DE L’ILE SA

83 FRA 2011-11-28 SUPRA SA

84 FRA 2011-12-27 INFOVISTA SA

85 FRA 2012-01-09 STE VERMANDOISE DE SUCRERIES

86 FRA 2013-07-09 HOLOGRAM INDUSTRIES SA

87 FRA 2013-07-16 GFI INFORMATIQUE SA

88 FRA 2013-07-16 EMOVA GROUP

89 FRA 2013-09-30 NEXEYA

90 FRA 2014-01-13 ASSYSTEM SA

91 FRA 2014-05-19 BOURBON CORP

92 FRA 2014-10-13 HOMAIR VACANCES

93 FRA 2014-12-19 CLUB MEDITERRANEE SA

94 FRA 2016-05-13 OROLIA

95 FRA 2016-07-08 CEGID GROUP

96 FRA 2016-10-10 IVALIS SA

97 FRA 2016-11-21 HEURTEY PETROCHEM

98 FRA 2017-02-27 DL SOFTWARE

99 FRA 2017-07-03 ACCES INDUSTRIE
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# Country Date Target Name

100 FRA 2017-07-04 PCAS

101 FRA 2018-12-19 HARVEST

102 GBR 2000-02-14 FINELIST GROUP PLC

103 GBR 2000-04-07 GARTLAND WHALLEY & BARKER

104 GBR 2000-05-18 ALLIED TEXTILE COMPANIES PLC

105 GBR 2000-06-30 SHANI GROUP PLC

106 GBR 2000-08-07 MCKECHNIE PLC

107 GBR 2000-11-03 POWELL DUFFRYN PLC

108 GBR 2000-11-06 ORIENTAL RESTAURANT GROUP

109 GBR 2000-11-15 PETER BLACK HOLDINGS PLC

110 GBR 2001-06-11 WT FOODS PLC

111 GBR 2001-07-13 OASIS STORES PLC

112 GBR 2002-05-23 KUNICK PLC

113 GBR 2002-06-17 FCX INTERNATIONAL PLC

114 GBR 2002-06-25 BRAKE BROS PLC

115 GBR 2002-07-12 ESPORTA PLC

116 GBR 2002-08-02 LEARNING TECHNOLOGY PLC

117 GBR 2002-09-10 ARCADIA GROUP PLC

118 GBR 2002-10-01 SIGNATURE RESTAURANT PLC

119 GBR 2002-12-06 FIRTH RIXSON PLC

120 GBR 2003-04-03 PIZZAEXPRESS PLC

121 GBR 2003-04-10 FITNESS FIRST PLC

122 GBR 2003-05-22 HOLMES PLACE PLC

123 GBR 2003-07-10 IDS GROUP PLC

124 GBR 2003-07-29 IG GROUP PLC

125 GBR 2003-09-12 SILENTNIGHT HOLDINGS PLC

126 GBR 2004-04-19 CLUBHAUS PLC

127 GBR 2004-06-17 INTEGRATED DENTAL HLDGS PLC

128 GBR 2004-07-05 EUROCOPY PLC

129 GBR 2004-07-23 YATES GROUP PLC

130 GBR 2004-09-17 BIG FOOD GROUP

131 GBR 2005-03-22 BRITISH VITA GROUP PLC

132 GBR 2005-04-08 EAST SURREY HOLDGS PLC

133 GBR 2005-05-06 LA FITNESS PLC

134 GBR 2005-07-07 PHS GROUP PLC
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# Country Date Target Name

135 GBR 2005-07-18 TELECITY

136 GBR 2005-09-08 URBIUM PLC

137 GBR 2005-10-14 SOMERFIELD PLC

138 GBR 2005-10-31 PEACOCK GROUP

139 GBR 2006-03-17 PARKDEAN HOLIDAYS LTD

140 GBR 2006-04-21 WYEVALE GARDEN CENTERS PLC

141 GBR 2006-04-27 SYSTEMS UNION GROUP PLC

142 GBR 2006-05-04 NIELSEN HOLDINGS PLC

143 GBR 2006-05-05 RICHMOND FOODS PLC

144 GBR 2006-05-25 MAYBORN GROUP

145 GBR 2006-06-23 ASSOC BRITISH PORTS HLDG PLC

146 GBR 2006-07-04 DE VERE GROUP PLC

147 GBR 2006-08-01 MCCARTHY & STONE PLC-OLD

148 GBR 2006-08-24 HOUSE OF FRASER PLC

149 GBR 2006-09-13 WHITEHEAD MANN GROUP PLC

150 GBR 2006-09-21 INCISIVE MEDIA PLC

151 GBR 2006-09-29 RETAIL DECISIONS PLC

152 GBR 2006-10-09 AWG PLC

153 GBR 2006-11-10 LAING (JOHN) PLC

154 GBR 2006-12-07 CAFFE NERO GROUP PLC

155 GBR 2006-12-13 FLOORS 2 GO PLC

156 GBR 2007-03-08 CREST NICHOLSON PLC

157 GBR 2007-03-19 FREEPORT PLC

158 GBR 2007-03-23 ENTERPRISE PLC

159 GBR 2007-03-27 THERATASE PLC

160 GBR 2007-04-12 NORTHERN RACING PLC

161 GBR 2007-04-24 ALLIANCE BOOTS PLC

162 GBR 2007-05-15 ISOFT GROUP PLC

163 GBR 2007-05-21 EMI GROUP PLC

164 GBR 2007-07-05 OASIS HEALTHCARE PLC

165 GBR 2007-09-28 MONSOON PLC

166 GBR 2007-11-07 SYNEXUS CLINICAL RESEARCH

167 GBR 2007-11-26 KELDA GROUP PLC

168 GBR 2007-12-06 BIONOSTICS PLC

169 GBR 2007-12-13 INSPICIO PLC
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# Country Date Target Name

170 GBR 2008-06-13 EXPRO INTERNATIONAL GRP PLC

171 GBR 2008-07-04 NORD ANGLIA EDUCATION PLC

172 GBR 2008-07-23 SSP HOLDINGS

173 GBR 2008-08-04 SIRVIS IT PLC

174 GBR 2008-08-27 XPERTISE GROUP PLC

175 GBR 2008-10-23 HILL STATION PLC

176 GBR 2008-12-17 ASCRIBE PLC

177 GBR 2009-05-27 OPD GROUP

178 GBR 2009-07-28 WOGEN GROUP LTD

179 GBR 2009-10-02 POWERLEAGUE GROUP PLC

180 GBR 2009-10-26 GOLDSHIELD GROUP PLC

181 GBR 2009-12-10 CYBIT HOLDINGS

182 GBR 2010-03-03 CARE UK PLC

183 GBR 2010-05-04 INSPIRED GAMING GROUP

184 GBR 2010-06-02 TRAFFICMASTER PLC

185 GBR 2010-09-27 SPICE PLC

186 GBR 2011-03-22 FORTH PORTS PLC

187 GBR 2011-04-11 SMARTFOCUS GROUP PLC

188 GBR 2011-04-20 IDEAL SHOPPING DIRECT PLC

189 GBR 2011-09-23 GROUP NBT PLC

190 GBR 2011-09-29 ALEXON GROUP PLC

191 GBR 2011-10-18 CLARITY COMMERCE SOLUTIONS

192 GBR 2011-10-21 PARSEQ PLC

193 GBR 2011-12-09 WORKPLACE SYSTEMS INTL PLC

194 GBR 2011-12-19 JACQUES VERT PLC

195 GBR 2012-01-13 ARENA LEISURE PLC

196 GBR 2012-06-08 WSP GROUP PLC

197 GBR 2012-11-12 CORIN GROUP PLC

198 GBR 2013-05-10 DATONG PLC

199 GBR 2013-05-15 LONRHO PLC

200 GBR 2013-08-01 THEO-FENNELL

201 GBR 2014-08-21 OFFICE2OFFICE PLC

202 GBR 2014-10-14 ALLOCATE SOFTWARE PLC

203 GBR 2014-10-20 DAISY GROUP PLC

204 GBR 2014-11-06 PREZZO PLC
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205 GBR 2014-11-25 ADVANCED COMPUTER GRP

206 GBR 2015-04-01 NATIONWIDE ACCIDENT REPAIR

207 GBR 2015-07-31 CHIME COMMUNICATIONS PLC

208 GBR 2015-09-01 INNOVATION GROUP PLC

209 GBR 2015-09-16 ALKANE ENERGY PLC

210 GBR 2015-10-22 INFINIS ENERGY PLC

211 GBR 2015-10-28 OPSEC SECURITY GROUP PLC

212 GBR 2015-12-16 VALTECH SE

213 GBR 2016-05-20 HYDRO INTERNATIONAL PLC

214 GBR 2016-06-08 ENERGY ASSETS PLC

215 GBR 2016-07-29 SOURCE BIOSCIENCE PLC

216 GBR 2016-08-12 PINEWOOD GROUP PLC

217 GBR 2016-09-21 SWP GROUP PLC

218 GBR 2016-11-23 BRAMMER PLC

219 GBR 2016-12-08 SERVICEPOWER TECHNOLOGIES

220 GBR 2016-12-15 PUNCH TAVERNS

221 GBR 2017-05-16 INTERQUEST GROUP LTD

222 GBR 2017-06-12 BERENDSEN PLC

223 GBR 2017-09-25 IMAGINATION TECHNOLOGIES GRP

224 GBR 2017-11-23 SERVELEC GROUP PLC

225 GBR 2018-03-01 LAIRD PLC

226 GBR 2018-04-24 CITYFIBRE INFRA HLDGS PLC

227 GBR 2018-05-11 ZPG PLC

228 GBR 2018-08-16 ABZENA LTD

229 GBR 2018-09-11 PRODUCE INVESTMENTS PLC

230 GRC 2006-01-09 REGENCY ENTERTAINMENT S.A

231 GRC 2008-05-09 NEOCHIMIKI IND AND COMMERCIA

232 GRC 2012-10-08 EURODRIP SA

233 GRC 2013-01-30 S & B INDUSTRIAL MINERALS SA

234 GRC 2018-05-21 HYGEIA SA

235 IRL 2003-06-20 ARNOTTS PLC

236 ITA 2007-06-28 TARGETTI SANKEY SPA

237 ITA 2007-10-22 TITANMET SPA

238 ITA 2008-01-14 GRUPPO COIN SPA

239 ITA 2012-10-15 MARCOLIN SPA
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240 ITA 2016-05-23 ENGR-INGEGNERIA INFORMATICA

241 ITA 2016-07-08 RIZZOLI CORRIERE DELLA SERA

242 ITA 2017-05-12 TBS GROUP SPA

243 ITA 2017-08-10 SAVE SPA

244 ITA 2017-09-29 MC-LINK SPA

245 ITA 2018-07-16 EI TOWERS

246 ITA 2018-12-06 RECORDATI SPA

247 NLD 2004-03-01 DELFT INSTRUMENTS NV

248 NLD 2005-01-18 PETROPLUS INTL NV

249 NLD 2006-08-18 BLYDENSTEIN-WILLINK NV

250 NLD 2007-08-30 COMPLETEL EUROPE NV

251 NLD 2007-12-14 STORK NV

252 NLD 2010-12-06 GAMMA HOLDING NV

253 NLD 2011-01-07 TELEPLAN INTERNATIONAL NV

254 NLD 2012-11-12 THE MEMBER CO (TMC) N.V.

255 NLD 2013-01-18 MEDIQ NV

256 NLD 2013-07-12 XEIKON NV

257 NLD 2013-12-20 UNIT 4 NV

258 NLD 2014-07-17 HES BEHEER NV

259 NLD 2014-10-09 EXACT HOLDINGS NV

260 NLD 2014-10-10 CROWN VAN GELDER NV

261 NLD 2016-01-12 KONINKLIJKE TEN CATE NV

262 NLD 2016-04-12 ROYAL REESINK

263 NLD 2018-01-22 REFRESCO GROUP NV

264 NOR 2013-06-26 INFRATEK ASA

265 NOR 2014-05-16 SOLVTRANS ASA

266 NOR 2014-10-29 HURTIGRUTEN GROUP ASA

267 NOR 2014-12-08 EVRY ASA

268 NOR 2018-05-23 EKORNES ASA

269 NOR 2018-07-02 LINK MOBILITY GROUP ASA

270 POL 2002-11-11 WAWEL SA

271 POL 2007-06-04 MANGATA HOLDING SA

272 POL 2010-01-21 WYDAWNICTWA SZKOLNE

273 POL 2010-06-22 MIESZKO

274 POL 2010-07-23 RUCH S.A.
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275 POL 2012-05-08 EMPIK MEDIA & FASHION SA

276 POL 2012-10-18 EKO HOLDING SA

277 POL 2014-07-18 EGB INVESTMENTS SA

278 POL 2014-08-11 BAKALLAND SA

279 POL 2016-09-29 PEKAES SA

280 POL 2017-01-18 BALTICON SA

281 POL 2017-01-23 ORZEL BIALY S.A.

282 POL 2017-04-11 INPOST S.A.

283 POL 2017-04-11 INTEGER.PL SA

284 POL 2017-08-02 ATM SA

285 PRT 2005-11-21 IBERSOL SGPS SA

286 SWE 2007-08-27 NEFAB AB

287 SWE 2011-12-19 ORC GROUP AB

288 SWE 2012-03-26 JEEVES INFORMATION SYSTEM AB

289 SWE 2014-06-23 CISION AB

290 SWE 2015-12-09 INDUSTRIAL & FINL SYSTEMS AB

291 SWE 2017-06-07 DGC ONE AB

292 SWE 2018-11-27 STENDORREN FASTIGHETER AB

293 SWE 2018-12-11 AHLSELL AB

294 SWE 2018-12-18 CHERRY AB

Bel=Belgium, CHE=Switzerland, DEU=Germany, DNK=Denmark, ESP=Spain, EST=Estonia,

FIN=Finland, FRA=France,GBR=United Kingdom, GRC=Greece, IRL=Ireland, ITA=Italy,

NLD=Netherlands, NOR=Norway, POL=Poland, PRT=Portugal, SWE=Sweden
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A.2 Variable definition and calculation

Table 12: prccd represents the daily stock closing price. cshoc represents current number
of common/ordinary shares outstanding. xrd represents all costs incurred during the year
that relate to the development of new products or services. sale represents gross sales.
oibdp represents operating income before depreciation. txt represents all income taxes.
xint represents interest expense on both short-term and long-term debt. dvc represents
the total amount of dividends declared to common equity. dvp represents the total amount
of dividends declared to preferred equity. che represents cash and all securities readily
transferable to cash. at represents the total assets of a company. dltt represents debt
obligations due in more than one year. capx represents the funds used for additions to
PP&E. cshtrd represents the daily number of shares traded. All these data items are
downloaded from Compustat Global via Wharton Research Data Services.

Variable COMPUSTAT Data Items

SIZE ln(prccdt−1 ∗ cshoct−1)

R&D xrdt−1/salet−1

FCF oibdpt−1−txtt−1−xintt−1−dvct−1−dvpt−1

salet−1

CASH chet−1/att−1

GROWTH sale/salet−1 − 1

Q (dlttt−1+((prccdt−1∗cshoct−1)/1000000))
att−1

CAPX capxt−1/salet−1

TAX
(
txtt−2

salet−2
+ txtt−1

salet−1

)
/2

LEV ERAGE dlttt−1/att−1

M/B ((prccd ∗ cshoc)/1000000)/ceq

PU (prccdt−1 ∗ cshoct−1)/(prccdt−2 ∗ cshoct−2)

TURN
∑D

d=1 cshtrdd/cshoct−1
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